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MASONIC TREACHERY IN MONTREAL.

In the minds of many devout Catholics, not only among- the poorer and
more ignorant classes, but among those of affluence as well, the antagonism of the
Catholic Church to Free Masonry savors of an unreasoning prejudice, handed
down by the Old World from mediaeval times and persisting unjustifiably now in
this new age and new country. It is undoubtedly true that almost every Ma¬
sonic lodge of any considerable size in this country numbers among its members
men of irreproachable character and exalted ideals. It is an undeniable fact that
many earnest workers and even ministers and bishops of the Protestant church
are prominently associated with the Masonic Order. Still more impressive is
the membership of President Taft, ex-President Roosevelt, the King of Italy,
and the leading statesmen of Germany, France, Spain, Portugal and Belgium.
In the face of an enrollment of so powerful and so representative an array of
world leaders, it is not difficult to understand why some Catholics presume at
times, modestly, to question the wisdom of the Church in its sweeping condemna-
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tion of everything Masonic. With so numerous a throng of noble and influential
men among its moving spirits, how can it be the “inveterate enemy of Christian
faith and Christian morality?”

To the Catholic who investigates, however, the attitude of the Church in
this, as in all things else, is prompted solely by a regard for the highest good of
her children and is founded upon the soundest intrinsic and historic reasons.

Inherently the theory of Masonry is a creed in itself and a creed without
belief in Christ or a personal God, and without cognizance of future reward or
punishment, the keystone to all true morality. It is a creed which exacts from
its every member a solemn oath, made in fantastic ceremonials, by which he
binds himself to an unknown and irresponsible authority and to the execution
of all commands regardless of whether they be good or evil, consistent or in¬
consistent with his moral obligation to himself, his neighbor and his God.
Such an oath is a clear violation of social and religious order and obviously in¬
compatible with Catholic duty and Catholic faith.

Less conclusive in themselves, but perhaps more significant to the average
mind, are the numberless practical illustrations of Masonic enmity to everything
Catholic. It is not necessary to go far back into history for such instances, nor
indeed does space permit us to record even a few of those so common in our
own day, particularly in European and South American countries. But Itheire
occurred in Montreal, Canada, only a few months ago, an episode so shocking
in its revelations and so wholly unknown in this country that it merits the fullest
exposure and should be given publicity by the entire Catholic press of America.

It had long been known that there existed in Montreal an aggressive coterie
of Masonic infidels surreptitiously plotting the overthrow of Catholic domina¬
tion in that city. But many faithful and well-informed Catholics refused to believe
that the hatred of Christ, which is so marked a characteristic of Freemasonry in
France, could be systemmatically organized in so Catholic a city. Their illusions
were soon to be dispelled. On July 28th, a highly responsible party, one Arthur
Charles Millette, submitted to a committee of ■ aldermen, approved by the city

«council, a sworn statement which was destined to cause a profound sensation.
It recited that on a certain night in the week previous, he (Mr. Millette)

and two companions leased a room just beneath the Masonic lodge chamber, and
by removing the plaster and laths from the ceiling and applying a microphone to
the opening thus made, were able to hear what was said in the room above. A
plan was under discussion whereby the Eucharistic Congress should be turned into
a worldwide scandal. One of the leading Masons was in the act of revealing to
his assembled fellows the final details of the shameless conspiracy. Certain of
the members of the lodge were to secure for themselves from the municipal
authorities appointments on the civic reception committee. Having obtained the
bona fide badges of the committee, they were to take visiting priests and del-
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'elates to the Congress into resorts of ill-fame which were to be represented
as respectable boarding houses. Arrangements would then be made to catch the
clerics in compromising situations and photographers were to be engaged to
complete the damning evidence. At the physcological moment a squad of police
under one of their number would raid the brothels and the astounding scandal
would be accomplished and given to the world.

The committee of Aldermen before whom the charges were brought began
forthwith an exhaustive inquiry which was soon cut short by a timely injunction
obtained by Freemasons, dismayed at the disclosures that had been made. More
than sufficient evidence had already been introduced, however, to prove positively
the truth of the arraignment and to implicate in its foils men of high standing
in the community. Indeed, the guilt of the accused parties was tacitly admitted
in their very defence, which contended merely that “the meeting on that night
was not regular because the members did not wear their insignia.”

And now comes the most striking circumstance of the whole affair. Despite
the pronounced furor that the discovery of the plot and its expose in Montreal
caused among the Canadian people, and despite its indubitable value as a news
“scoop”, not a single news agency flashed the facts to this country and not a
single large newspaper in the United States published the story. If the dastardly
attempt had not been nipped in the bud and its infamous designs thwarted, the
chronique scandcileuse of clerical debauchery would have been bruited about by a
thousand tongues and blazoned in feature headlines on the front page of every

paper in the country.
Nothing could be adduced to show in a more startling manner how completely

the press of the country is throttled by the hand of Freemasonry which reaches
from one coast to the other, dominating the editorial policy of thousands of
papers and perverting to its own Godless and anti-Christian ends the current
march of events.

The Catholic Church and the Catholic Church alone can curb the growing
power of masonry, and it is upon the young Catholic laymen of today that
the chief brunt of the battle will fall. Truly it seems high time to replace
mere negative, passive influence by an aggressive, organized assault.

CATHOLIC AMERICANISM AND THE PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC.

The poet tells us that “Freedom shrieked when Kosciusko fell.” She must
have groaned when the Portuguese Republic rose.

To all who have been blessed with citizenship in a genuine democracy, the
spectacle of a canting imitation, spurious in everything but name, is no less re¬
pulsive than wanton anarchy. To all true lovers of freedom, the sight of bleed-
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ing innocence and outraged Justice quivering in the cloak of liberty is more heart¬
rending than the iron-heeled oppression of a tyrant.

American Catholics generally, believe that monarchies and aristocracies are
out of date and that the institution of Republican governments everywhere is only
a matter of time. Every American Catholic believes that freedom of conscience, of
press and of people is a trinity of noble ideals which cannot but exalt the
country whose gaze is fixed upon it. B /.it the Catholics of America also believe
that no subversion of law or disturban e of order should ever be essayed with¬
out due cause and that all transformation in government must be the act of the
whole people in whom resides the real source of authority and law. The
American Catholic believes that no exigency of republicanism, ochlochcracism or
any other ism can ever warrant the desecration of Justice and the violation of
human rights.

In order to see in how far the late revolution in Portugal conforms to these
criteria, we must needs know a little of the history of that unhappy country.

A little over two centuries ago there was concluded between the British
Empire and the ancient Kingdom of Portugal an agreement known as the Me¬
thuen Treaty. In exchange for the free admission of port wine into England,
the Portuguese nobility sold the native industries of their country and cut off from
thousands of lowly toilers their sole means to a comfortable livelihood. The in¬
evitable result was an era of that same uniformity of occupation that has been the
blight of India and the scourge of Ireland, and that hung like a pall over the
land and brought ignorance and untold suffering in its wake.

When, after more than a century and a quarter the Methuen Treaty was once
more thrown off and the long, black night at last gave way to the dawn of a
more prosperous time, the ancient splendor of the kingdom had withered away
and the valor of its people was a thing of the past.

Seventy years, however, of cooperative effort on the part of church and
state accomplished much, and although a large proportion of the people was still
illiterate and although dire need still trespassed upon the happiness of many
homes, yet the wheels of progress were turning fast and the future was bright
with hope.

Then on a day, because he was a forceful character, because he was a pa¬

triot, because he had striven hard to put an end to the loot of the politicians
of both parties, King Carlos was murdered—murdered by the very men who had
pilfered the public treasury of millions of dollars and heaped upon the wretched
country a debt of over $800,000,0000. By that heinous act the royal responsibili¬
ties were suddenly thrust upon the tender ^shoulders of an unsuspecting boy.
With the best intentions in the world, he lacked the preparation that a king
should have and forthwith became the pliant minion of plotting sycophants and
unscrupulous, self-seeking politicians. They gained their purpose. Dissatisfac-
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tion was aroused among- certain influential classes. Discipline was demoralized
and with deftest cunning they chose the opportune moment to pounce upon the
wavering and leaderless soldiery that guarded the palace gates. The people of
Lisbon had neither the ability nor the courage to thwart the conspirators, and
the last of the great house of Braganza gave “leg-bail” and was next heard from
on the shores of Gibraltar. If he had stood his ground he would today be King
of Portugal with a firmer grip on the government and the people than he ever
held before. But it is hard enough in these days to fight for any king and in¬
finitely harder to offer up one’s life for a king who runs away.

And so today in Portugal an irresponsible coterie of doctrinaires, composed
chiefly of college professors, reigns supreme—not by any assenting mandate from
the people, but by their temporary toleration and indifference. The new gov¬
ernment can point to no wrong that would justify the spilling of royal blood—
no tyrannical oppression, no tumult of the people that could vindicate the over¬
throw of order and the upsetting of the traditional laws and customs of the coun¬
try. There is no parallel with the Revolution of America, in 1776; of France,
in 1789; of Hungary, in 1849; of Poland, in 1863, or with any of the other great
uprisings for the historic rights of a nation or the natural rights of men. The
most grievous charge against the young king was his affaire de coeur with a
Parisian actress. Are we then to assume that spotlessness 0+ life is to be the
test of the present rulers of Portugal? If so, we must rank them alongside the
wild Anabaptists of the Sixteenth Century who held that all rule depends on grace
and that only a saint can be a civil magistrate—a notion as wdiimsical and fan¬
tastic of flight as it is impossible of achievement.

Ah, but there is something we have almost forgotton. This sanctimonious
group of political theorists believes in equality and liberty and brotherly love!
Yes, it believes in freedom of conscience, freedom of press and strict justice to
every man, and so forsooth every Catholic paper in the country must be throttled,
every Catholic School in the country must be closed; public worship at the altars
of Christ must be stopped, and thousands of saintly men and women must be
driven like dogs from the land of their fathers. How noble is perfect liberty of
conscience! But the priest who baptized you can no longer offer sacrifice to the
throne of God, and of course you will not dare enter the temples of your an¬
cestors save it be for ribaldry and defilement. Let us by all means have free¬
dom of the press—but only so much of the press as will slavishly cower to the
dictates of our imperious will. Education must be free and unhampered. You
can make atheists and anarchists of your sons and daughters but you imperil
your life if you teacdi them the doctrines and morals of Jesus Christ. Let us
have justice! There are laws and courts in Portugal, but they are not for the
protection of those who have consecrated their lives to the moral and mental up¬
lift of the Portguese people. There is room on the streets of Lisbon for the
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vile and dissolute strumpet, but the Sister of Charity and the Companion of
Jesus is an outlaw and a thing unclean! We must have justice. Criminals are
set free from the prisons and thieves and anarchists are given special honor.
The first constructive act of the new regime is a divorce law based on the mere

expression of mutual consent—a law surpassing in depravity and audacious dis¬
respect the marriage statutes of every civilized nation in the world!

Poor, deluded, degraded, mangled Portugal! What a mockery of Justice!
What a monstrous perversion of all that is best in Republican government.

But the American Catholic does not lose hope. He knows that what one
set of adventurers has set up another may throw down with equal right. He
knows that these Machiavelian renegades—these wolves in sheep’s clothing—have
already betrayed to the world the actual motives and spirit that prompted the
whole dark design. By their indecent haste to attack everything Catholic they
have, to employ a colloquialism, shown themselves up. But the manhood of Por¬
tugal will not suffer itself to be duped for long. The staunch, sturdy yeomen of
the north have not yet been heard from. The people at large are unlettered and
leaderless, but their hearts ring true and their simple virtue is still intact. Their
strong right arms will yet be lifted to strike down this travesty of popular gov¬
ernment, and let us hope that on that day there will be set upon its ruins a real
Republic, that wilt be to the nations of the world

Another morn risen on mid-noon.
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Langley’s Part in the Development
of Artificial Flight

James K. Lynch, ’12.

Ever since the beginning’ of history,
man, forever curious, has attempted to
solve the secret of the birds and navigate
'the thin air. We read in Ovid that

Daedalus, a skilled artificer, fashioned
two pairs of wings and escaped with his
son Icarus from the Island of Crete.
Horace has written of him :

"Expertus vacuum Daedalus aera
Pennis non homini datis.’’

In the Arabian Nights we are told of
a supposed horse which could transport
its rider from place to place with great
speed and which must have appealed
especially to the imagination of the Arabs
because of the slowness of communica-
tion and the difficulties of travel in their
time. During all ages the idea of flying
has been an attractive one to the minds
of all people, rich and poor, ignorant and
wise. All have had the desire to fly
through the air like a bird.

However, all throug'h the centuries
man never constructed anything that
would leave the earth and ascend into
the atmosphere until 127 years ago.
At that time Montgolfier Brothers, paper
manufacturers in France, sent up a linen
balloon filled with hot air and smoke and
thus made the first balloon ascension in

history.
There was then another delay before

additional progress was made in artificial
flight. Until recently never had there
existed an engine sufficiently light in

weight and supplying power enough to
meet the requirements of mechanical
flight. And what has added to the dis¬
appointment and confusion of all pre¬
vious would-be aeronants was their igno¬
rance of the fact that they did not possess
sufficient power. For while they were
right in assuming that the secret of flight
was to be obtained by experiment, yet
without knowing it they never had any
possible chance of flying, for it has be¬
come possible only recently with the in¬
vention of a suitable engine.

The gas engine opened the way. From
it sprang the automobile, and the engine
was developed for the automobile to a.
l*igh state of perfection. Being then
still more highly developed and special¬
ized it was theoretically shown to be fit
for an airship.

The first man to successfully use the-
new power in the mastery of the air was
Santos Dumont, a Brazilian scientist and
sportsman. It was he, we will remember,
who startled Paris by flying his cigar¬
shaped dirigible around the Eiffel Tower.

In earlier times men had been working
along other lines believing that the cor¬
rect principle consisted in the use of a
heavier-than-air machine. Among the
earliest of these was Leonardo de Vinci,
who conceived the possibility of the three
different types of heavier-than-air ma¬
chines.

The most natural method and the one
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which first suggests itself to one con¬
sisted in embodying in a machine one or
more pairs of wings to beat the air, in
imitation of nature’s flying machine.
These machines were called ornithoplers,
or wing-flappers.

The underlying principle of the second
class of machines called helicopters was
screw propellers placed vertically for as¬

cending but afterwards tilted to propel
the airship forward and maintain its al¬
titude at the same time. In sympathy
for the inventors and advocates of these
two types we are sorry to say that their
machines have never flown.

It was the third type, however, the
familiar aeroplane of today, which was
destined to succeed, and for its success

nobody deserves so much and is given so
little credit as Samuel Pierpont Langley.

In 1886, Mr. Langley, then engaged in
the study of astrophysics in the observa¬
tory at Allegheny, Pa., became interested
in the problem of mechanical flight with
heavier-than-air machines. In his in¬

vestigations he decided to use planes
instead of the wings which nature ex¬

clusively employs for her flying crea¬
tures. Giving as his reason Mr. Langley
said in McClure’s, June, 1897: “If we
had imitated the horse or the ox and
made the machine which draws our train
walk on legs we should undoubtedly
never have done as well as with the loco¬
motive rolling on wheels; or if we had
imitated the whale with its fins we should
not have so good a boat as we now have
in the steamship with the paddle wheels
or the screw, both of which are con¬

structions that nature never employs.”
The principle of action to be studied

by Mr. Langley was analogous to that

of a skater who safely skims over the ice.
A machine whose specific gravity was one
thousand times greater than air was to
be supported by the rapidity of its motion,
hence he called it an aerodrome, signify¬
ing an “air runner.” By traveling swiftly
the inertia of all the air tread upon was
to support the machine.

The term aerodrome, quite as easy to
pronounce as aeroplane, is now almost
obsolete and sometimes is even taken in
an incorrect sense to mean a hanger or

building for housing an airship. Today
the word aeroplane is generally taken to
represent exactly the same thing as
Langley called an aerodrome.

As it has been said, no one had ever

proved, either mathematically or experi¬
mentally, whether with the then-existing
power a machine could be made to
support itself in air. Mr. Langley’s first
experiments were made, therefore, to
determine the relations existing between
wing surface, weight, speed and horse¬
power.

For this purpose he constructed at
Allegheny an immense “whirling table”
consisting of a stout beam pivoted at one
end and made to describe horizontal
circles two hundred feet in circumference.
The table was operated by a nicely
governed steam engine which imparted
to it speeds up to 70 miles an hour at the
periphery. Upon the end of the revolv¬
ing beam were placed a stufifed Frigate
bird, a California condor and an alba¬
tross ; also various curved surfaces which
are now hanging upon the walls of the
workshop of the Smithsonian Institution.

A startling result was obtained, seem¬
ingly paradoxical and in opposition to
the laws of Newton, when a circular brass
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plate weighing exactly a pound was tied
to the “whirling table.” The faster the
plate was pulled through the air, after
making due correction for centrifugal
force, the less was the power required to
pull it and the pulling force, originally
one pound, dwindled to less than one
ounce.

Mr. Langley thereupon enunciated
what has been called Langley’s Law,
“that under certain definite conditions

absolutely less power is spent to make
a plate more fast than slow.”

Next Mr. Langley proved another
statement, the truth of which all of us
at Georgetown have observed in watching
the buzzards with motionless wing cease¬
lessly gliding over the Potomac or above
“The Walks." But we have not known
whether to believe our eyes or not, credit¬
ing a priori that such a thing is im¬
possible, namely: “That a suitably dis¬
posed free body might, under certain
conditions, be sustained in an oridinarv
wind and even advance against it without
the expenditure of any energy from
within.

A third paradox discovered by others
in regard to flying insects and small birds
which Mr. Langley confirmed by measur¬
ing the largest birds at the National
Zoological Park is, “that the larger the
bird the less is the wing surface per
pound weight.”

The principal conclusion reached from
these experiments was that mechanical
flight was possible with engines which

•could then be made.

The next question to be studied was
the principle of balancing, and in regard
to the difficulty connected with discover¬
ing it, Mr. Langley said : “That a power-

driven model could not be properly con¬
structed until the principal conditions of
flight were learned, nor these be learned
till the working model was experimented
with; so that it seemed that the inventor
was shut up in a sort of vicious circle."

Without going into details it may be
said that the principal elements of balance
is maintaining a certain coordination be¬
tween center of gravity, center of pres¬
sure, and line of thrust.

The difficulty of balance may be
realized when it is considered that aerial
navigation differs from locomotion on
the ground that it requires three dimen¬
sional steerings. Most vehicles require
steering in but one direction at a time,
a bicycle in two dimensions since it must
be guided and balanced simultaneously,
but never until the invention of the aero¬

plane had three dimensional steerings
been required.

If the balance is to be maintained by
an intelligent operator he must possess
a veritable “flying sense” and maintain
a coordination of mind and muscle so

complex as to have scarcely been met
with before in human experience.

If the balance is to be maintained auto¬

matically the mechanism accomplishing
the feat must almost approach human
intelligence.

After experimenting with over thirty
rubber-driven models, Mr. Langley finally
obtained the secrets of balancing one by
one and thereupon commenced the build¬
ing of an engine-driven model. For
motive power the possibilities of com¬
pressed air, carbonic acid gas, electricity,
the gas engine and steam were examined,
and he chose the latter. The first model
built possessed sufficient lightness but was
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too weak to hold rigidly together and
the engine was too feeble. Succeeding
models possessed all the requisite qualities
except lightness and not until several had
been constructed was one obtained theo¬

retically capable of flight.
When the time arrived to fly the model

in open air Mr. Langley was forced by
the unbearable hostility of the press to
make the trials outside of Washington.
A small house boat from which the model

might be launched was accordingly pro¬
cured and towed 30 miles below the city,
with the loss of much precious time in
making the 60 mile round trip.

Finally after all kinds of delays due to
replacing parts broken in preliminary
trials, modifying the launching apparatus
and others too numerous to mention, a

successful launch was at last obtained on

May 6, 1896.
When the signal was given on that day

the aerodrome swept through the air like
a living thing, and as Mr. Langley saw
over a minute go by on the face of the
stop watch and heard the cheers of the
few spectators he felt that his labors had
finally been rewarded, for never in any

part of the world had any machine of
man's construction sustained itself in the
air before for even half of this brief time.

The machine continued on for about
half a mile and stopped only from ex¬
haustion of fuel and water which had
been purposely limited to minutes.

When the engines stopped the aero¬
drome did not fall, but due to the auto¬
matic penand rudder gradually and
gracefully settled down on the water, a
performance which no aeroplane of today
can do automatically. The secret of the
rudder was never made public by Mr.

Langley, but whether or not it died with
him may soon be known.

This historic model may now be seen
on exhibition suspended from the ceiling
in the eastern wing of the Smithsonian
Institution. It is a tandem monoplane
about 13 feet from tip to tip and weighs
complete but 25 pounds. The engine
operated by steam at high pressure gen¬
erated 1horsepower. The entire
power plant weighs only 7 pounds, some¬

thing unheard of before its construction.
The possibility of mechanical flight was

now demonstrated and Mr. Langley took
two years of much needed rest.

In 1898 the War Department was then
relatively more progressive in aerial navi¬
gation than now, when the skepticism of
that time is compared with the aeroplane's
proven worth today. It appropriated
$50,000 to be used in building, develop¬
ing and experimenting with a man carry¬
ing machine.

From calculations Mr. Langley knew
that a steam engine built on the same

light scale as the one in the model would
still be too heavy but he also knew that
a gas engine could be made relatively
much lighter when built for a man carry¬
ing machine although it was impractical
for the small models. The difficulties of

building an engine were very great and
having been formerly obliged to learn
steam engineering from its very rudi¬
ments, Mr. Langley shrunk from the
thought of doing the same in regard to
gas engineering.

A contract was signed with a firm of
engine builders for the construction of a
suitable engine, but after a year's delay
they confessed that they were unable
to make it. Thereupon, Mr. Langley,
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accompanied by Mr. Charles M. Manley,
an engineer by profession, made a trip
abroad and visited such firms as The De
Dion Co., Renault Freres, The Issotta-
Fraschini Co., and several others, but
these, the builders of the world’s best
automobiles at that time, were unable to
make the engine required.

After returning, suffice it to say that
in 16 months’ time in the machine shops
of the Smithsonian Institution the two

men built a 5-cylinder motor giving 52

horsepower, which weighed but 2.2

pounds per horsepower or, if the entire
power plant is considered, less than 5
pounds to the horsepower—an unpre¬
cedented achievement.

In the meantime the body of the aero¬
drome had been completed and a house¬
boat had been specially built in which the
machine could not only be stored but
could be used for work shops and on top
of which there was mounted a turn table
and catapult launching apparatus.

The reader, no doubt, will recognize

in the picture of Mr. Langley's houseboat
Georgetown’s present boathouse. Lang¬
ley’s Ark, it used to be called, but the
name has now died out among the
students at the College.

It was built by the Dean Shipbuilding
Co., at Alexandria, Ya., at considerable
expense. The construction was especial¬
ly heavy, the material was white pine,
and the completed boat was pronounced
by a Baltimore shipbuilder to be the
strongest boat of its kind ever built; so

Georgetown is to be congratulated that
she not only has a very historic boathouse
but an excellent one as well.

When one now sees the light and
fragile single sculls suspended from the
ceiling, if he knows the history of the old
boathouse, he cannot help picturing the
racers of the air of still lighter weight
which used to hang there.

But to return to the aerodrome, some

of its details of construction may be in¬
teresting. The framework was built of
hard drawn steel tubing 4 and 5 cm. in
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diameter, and although the walls of the
tubes were no thicker than blotting paper,
yet they were much stronger than a solid
spar of soft wood although lighter in
weight, and were perhaps as strong as
solid hard wood of equal size.

The frame work of the wings was
made of hollow wooden rods. The most

exceptional light weight was found in the
cross-ribs. Various shapes and forms
for these had been tested, the hollow
round, the hollow square and the I-beam.
During their construction these ribs were
braced internally by partitions analogous
to the nodes of the bamboo. Compari¬
sons were then made between these
eleven-foot ribs and a large quill from
the wing of a harpy eagle, which is one
of nature’s greatest wonders in the way
of strength for weight, and it was found
that these eleven-foot ribs or quills,
weight for weight, were equally as strong
as those of the eagle.

In 1903, when everything was com¬
pleted, the houseboat was taken 40 miles
down the Potomac and moored at a point
opposite Widewater, Va., where the river
is 3 miles wide. To be certain that the
large machine was correctly proportioned
a quarter-size counterpart had been con¬
structed. When tested in the middle of

the summer it flew beautifully and the
balancing was perfect.

This was the first time in history, Mr.
Langley says, that a sustained airship
flight had been made in public.

After delays too numerous to mention
on October 7th the engine of the large
aerodrome was cranked, the engineer took
his seat and the signal was given to
launch the aerodrome. The occurence of
a sad accident before the machine was in

the air is well known. Major Macomb,
of the P)Oard of Ordnance, said that the
front guy post of the machine unexpected¬
ly catching in the launching ways was
the cause of the accident. Although the
disaster was not due to a failure of the
machine to fly yet it was so described by
the newspapers and had a telling effect
on Mr. Langley’s health.

The houseboat was then taken to Wash¬

ington and the damage repaired. On
December 8 a second trial was made at

Arsenal Point near Washington and this
time the rear guy past caught in the
ways. The funds for continuing the
experiments were exhausted, and the
season was now advanced, so Mr. Lang¬
ley merely repaired the damage done in
the second trial, which had been slight.

The newspapers had ridiculed the ma¬
chine so much and also the possibility of
flying, that before the trials were con¬
tinued Mr. Langley died broken-hearted.
However, the newspapers, to whom aero¬
nautical news is now worth hundreds of
thousands of dollars annually, have paid
heavily for forcing Langley to experi¬
ment outside of Washington and for
being partially responsible for his death
before the successful completion of his
experiments, for when lie died the de¬
velopment of the science of aviation was

delayed about 6 years.
It is generally conceded today that if

the aerodrome had been given an actual
trial it would have flown successfully.
Almost every essential part of it com¬

pares very favorably with the best prac¬
tice today. Its engine, now on exhibition
in the Smithsonian Institution, is of the
revolving type. In principle it was 10
years in advance of its time, for now the
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revolving Gnome motors are said to be
the best in the world for aeronautical

purposes. For power and lightness com¬
bined it has never been surpassed. The
strength and rigidity of the entire ma¬
chine is unapproached in the present day
construction. During flight the angle of
the planes was never changed as is done
in all modern machines, nor was it neces¬

sarily due to the automatic rudder. Only
in means of safely alighting and easily
starting was the machine deficient.

The steel frame of the large aerodrome,
together with one of Santos Dumont’s
early dirigibles, now repose in the work¬
shops of the Smithsonian Institution as
some of the first relics of the conquest
of the air. Due to an unfortunate lack
of space they are not, however, on ex¬
hibition.

None of Mr.. Langley’s notes and ob¬
servations have been published since his
death but have remained in obscurity.
What little is known was published by
him during his lifetime. Now, however,
the great mass of notes and memoranda
has been edited and has gone to the press.
When published we may expect them to
be a very valuable contribution to the
scant knowledge on the subject and they
will be awaited with interest to see

whether the secret of the rudder and the
balance will be disclosed.

Next to Samuel P. Langley the two
men who have done the greatest the¬
oretical work toward the perfection of
the flying machine are without doubt
Orville and Wilbur Wright, of Dayton,

Ohio. In practical development of the
science they have, of course, far exceeded
him. They were originally a number of
years behind Langley but since his death
have become foremost. Doing some re¬
search work themselves they relied for
the most part on Langley’s Law, his
tables and his calculations, which have
always been regarded as the highest
authority on the subject. Before leaving
the initial development of aeroplanes it
would not do to omit the names of
Lilienthal and Chanute, from whom the
Wright brothers received the benefit of
much experience in gliding down hills
without power.

What the future of the airship will be
in peace and in the arts of war nobody
can predict. Dirigible ballooning, al¬
though not flying in as true a sense as
aeroplaning, will doubtless remain useful
and popular, and will be the only means
of carrying large numbers of passengers.
Count Zeppelin has already accomplished
wonderful results in dirigible travel,
making overland trips of 800 miles. To
Wellman must be given the credit for
daring a voyage which in novelty and
danger almost ranks on a par with
Columbus’s famous one, if only the latter
be deprived of its superstition.

In the development of the aeroplane,
however, although it is improbable that
machines will be built to carry large
numbers of passengers, yet we may ex-

spect them to attain great speeds in virtue
of Langley’s Law, speeds in excess of 100
miles an hour, and that in the near future.
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THE OLD HOMESTEAD

WlIvUAM F. Mibtsnbergkr, ’13.

When calling back sweet days of youth
My eyes grow dim, my voice is choked;

Dear Home, O Paradise of youth,
Where are thy walls in ivy cloaked?

The huge old gate draped o’er with vine,
The garden wall with roses strown

To me were ramparts stout and fine;
A kingdom’s limits, all my own.

The mighty hearth, so bright, so gay,
Did oft allure me to its side,

And there I’d read, or think, or play,
Or even sleep at Rover’s side.

My own small room I loved so well,
And could its wads but speak to you

What jolly stories they would tell
If uncle’s yarns they will renew.

I see my mother bending o’er
The little garden rich in hues

In cheerful labor to restore

The cruel work of morning dews.

But from these scenes did I depart;
They’re now mere sparks of memory

To cheer or sadden my old heart,
And light my pipe of revery.

Yet ’fore my death do let me know
If my old homestead still doth stand

’Mid hillocks green and highland moor
Way off in my old Scottish land.
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The Capture and Invasion of Washington
Arnulf Gfoetzner, ’ii.

It is now almost a hundred years since
toward the close of the War of 1812
there occurred an event which aroused

great indignation and bitter comment
from both Great Britain and America.
The burning of Washington, at that time
the Nation’s embryonic capital, was, how¬
ever, only another blot on the historic
page of English achievements. There
is no evidence that the destruction of
the city after its capture was part of
the original plan of the foreign leaders,
but was perpetrated solely by the im¬
mediate commanders of the British

forces, General Ross and Rear Admiral
Cockburn, whose actions were widely
denounced in London, and compared
with the conduct of the buccaneers and
“filibusters” of old. The British Reg¬
ister, expressing the opinions of the
leading statesmen of the day, termed the
proceedings of Ross and Cockburn as a
return to the times of barbarism. It is
not without pleasure that we note that
no reputable Englishman attempts to
defend this outrage, so thoroughly in¬
consistent was it with all the principles
of civilized warfare.

For months rumors of the coming of
the enemy had been afloat, but little or
nothing had been done for defense. At
this late date it seems extremely strange,
to say the least, that no preparation had
been made for a warm reception of the
British; but such was the fact. The
blame for this inactivity and apathy must

be placed immediately upon the Admin¬
istration. President Madison was an ex¬

cellent man to guide the “Ship of State”
during times of peace, but he was ill-
fitted for the task during war time. Sec¬
retary of War Armstrong, who succeeded
Eustis, was but a shade better than his
predecessor. The President, it is true, con¬
stantly urged Armstrong to prepare some
defense, but the latter with singular dil¬
atoriness had done nothing, so that when
the invaders did finally arrive, they en¬
countered only an army of raw militia,
together with some few hundred ex¬
perienced marines, under Commodore
Barney. At length General William
Winder was appointed by Madison to
supervise the city defenses. Although
possessed of little military ability, he was
a williing and energetic worker, and with
great effort he organized about 2,000
militia.

When a large increase to the British
force arrived in Chesapeake Bay about
the middle of August, 1814, there was
no doubt but that an enterprise of some¬
what larger magnitude than the petty
depredations hitherto committed was
contemplated. For several months the
British soldiers had been ravaging the
country washed by the waters of the
Chesapeake. On the 19th of August
the whole force ascended the Patuxent

River, a branch of the Potomac, and
landed at Benedict, a thriving little town
some forty miles southeast of the District.
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It was perfectly obvious that the District
of Columbia was their intended destina¬
tion ; for although the enemy were but
a short distance from both Baltimore and

Annapolis, they would never, if they had
intended to attack either of those places,
have taken this route by which they
would have to march over the worst pos¬
sible roads through a hostile country, but
they would have remained in their ships,
sailed up the bay and landed within a
few miles of the desired place. The road,
moreover, from Benedict to Washington
was short and direct and in splendid con¬
dition. In spite of all these circum¬
stances Secretary Armstrong and Gen¬
eral Winder persisted in maintaining that
Baltimore was the objective point of the
invaders, and under the influence of this
delusion, they were very slow in prepar¬
ing the city’s defenses. General Winder’s
doubt as to the destination of the enemy
continued from the time of the debarka¬
tion at Benedict on the 18th of August
until within three hours of the battle of

Bladensburg on the 24th, and this battle
decided the fate of the Capital. The
British remained at Benedict a few days
and then set out for Washington, march¬
ing in a most leisurely fashion, at the
same time sending out marauding parties
who plundered and pillaged the sur¬
rounding territory. The inhabitants
might easily have impeded the enemy’s
march by felling trees or burning
bridges, but nothing of the kind was
done.

In the meantime, the inhabitants of
Washington were in a greatly perturbed
state of mind. Many believed that the
British Army numbered 10,000 men,

whereas, according to the most authentic

records, it was a little less than 6,000.
'Most of the women and children had fled
the city, which presented a most deserted
appearance, all the troops being on the
outskirts. Washington at that time was
a small town, and but for the few large
government structures, it might easily
have been taken for a straggling village.
Its population numbered slightly more
than 8,000.

Upon hearing that the British were

marching to Bladensburg, General Win¬
der immediately hurried his militia there.
This forced march of a distance some¬

what more than eight miles greatly
wearied the troops. Arriving at Bladens¬
burg their disposition was begun at once,
and here it seems lies the fault or the
cause of the American defeat. The
force was divided into two lines, each
extending over a quarter of a mile, and
the second line was fully a mile in back
of the first. The men in the first line,
including even the officers, did not know
that there was a second line in the rear

to support them. Had they known this
the result might have been very different,
for nothing raises so much confidence
and courage in raw militia as to know
that immediate assistance can be had if
needed. General Winder himself was of
the opinion that if the whole force had
been posted at the position of the first
line, or of the second line, the outcome
would have been materially changed. In
other words, the main defect in the dis¬
position of the troops wras their being
out of supporting distance of each other.
Moreover, there was great confusion
among the Americans, and the first line
was under the impression that it was to
fight a vastly superior force, unassisted.
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The confusion was augmented by the
number of persons exercising independent
authority, and by the nearness of the
enemy who were actually in sight.

As the British advanced within firing
range of the American troops, they began
to fire rockets which filled the militia
with fear. Being fired from a distance,
the rockets for the most part fell far short
of the heads of the Americans, but as
the advancing columns drew nearer, the
rockets fell in the midst of the Americans,
and many, terror stricken, fled; but the
majority remained long enough to
exchange a few rounds with the invaders,
when orders were given by General Win¬
der to retreat. The fleeing troops com¬
ing upon the second line, a mile in the
rear, filled the reserves with fear and they
also joined in the retreat, which became
a rout, all retreating through Washing¬
ton and Georgetown to Montgomery
Court House. Practically the only re¬
sistance offered the British was that of
Commodore Barney’s five hundred ma¬
rines, who tendered the enemy a tem¬
porary check and caused them to suffer
a loss of about 150 men by their splendid
and careful firing of their battery. The
marines remained at their guns until the
enemy had approached within a few
yards, but seeing that farther resistance
was useless, and that Barney, after being
severely wounded, was taken prisoner,
they retreated in good order.. The Brit¬
ish suffered a loss of about 225 killed
and wounded and the Americans, about
75. After this easily earned victory the
British marched on to Washington ar¬
riving there about eight o’clock that
evening.

The capital of the young nation had

thus fallen into the hands of the foreign
invaders,'offering scarcely any resistance
worthy of mention. Many of the troops,
who at the last moment were called upon
to take up arms in defense of their coun¬
try, had never before held a musket in
their hands, while the great majority of
the others had no definite concept of mil¬
itary duties and discipline. General Win¬
der may indeed be considered fortunate,
and Secretary Armstrong also, in not
incurring the same stigma which is gen¬
erally associated with General Hull for
his disgraceful surrender of the City of
Detroit and the entire territory of Mich¬
igan. The only difference is that the
one attempted to resist the enemy and
then retreated, whereas the other did not
even accept battle when offered him.

Admiral Cockburn, leading his victori¬
ous troops, had scarcely entered the city
limits before he began to carry out his
plans of incendiarism. As the English
troops approached the Capitol, they
were fired upon from behind the house
of a Robert Sewall, and the horse upon
which the admiral was riding was killed.
Mr. Sewall’s house was immediately de¬
stroyed, Cockburn himself taking great
delight in supervising it all. The next
place to receive their tokens of affection
was the office of the “National Intelli¬

gencer,” at that time Washington’s only
newspaper, and the official organ of the
Administration. The attacks and stric¬
tures of this paper upon British conduct
had filled Cockburn with rage. The
presses were broken up, the type de¬
stroyed, and all books and valuable
records tossed into the streets, and set

afire by the Admiral himself. He was,

however, restrained from destroying the
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building by the intercession and petition
of several women, who feared lest their
own houses would take fire, owing to
their immediate proximity to the news¬

paper office. These and several large
private houses on Capitol Hill, a large
rope walk, and a tavern comprised the
bulk of private property destroyed.

The enemy then proceeded to the de¬
struction of the public buildings. It is
said that Cockburn, followed by a large
rabble, most of whom were drunk, en¬

tered the hall of the House of Representa¬
tives in the Capitol, climbed into the
Speaker’s chair, and put the question,
“Shall this harbor of Yankee democracy
be burned?” The vote in the affirmative
was unanimous, and the torch was ap¬
plied. The Capitol at that time was

hardly the magnificent structure it is
today. In fact, only the central part of
the present building, less its beautiful
dome, had been erected. When the con¬

flagration finally died out, nothing re¬
mained but the solid and incombustible
walls. The enemy’s attention was then
directed to the President's house, which
was about one mile west of the Capitol.
Fifty men, sailors and marines, led by
an officer, were marched silently through
the Avenue, each carrying a long pole to
which was attached a ball about the cir¬
cumference of a large plate. When ar¬
rived at the building, each man was
stationed at a window, with his pole and
machine of wild fire against it, and at
the word of command the windows were

smashed and the balls of fire thrown in,
so that an instantaneous conflagration
took place, and the whole building was
immediately wrapped in flames and

smoke. The torch was then applied to
the Treasury, and it underwent the
same fate as the other government struc¬
tures. The Patent Office was the only
public office spared. The British were
assisted in their work of devastation by
the Secretary of War, who in alarm or¬
dered the Arsenal and barracks for about
three thousand troops to be fired. The
flames arising from these buildings are

reported to have been plainly visible in
Baltimore. Nothing but the seared and
blackened walls of the splendid govern¬
ment offices remained. It is related that

Cockburn, dining that evening in a pri¬
vate residence on Pennsylvania Avenue,
blew out the lights and finished his sup¬
per by means of the light coming from
the burning Executive Mansion. In the
burning of public buildings particular at¬
tention was given to the complete destruc¬
tion of all books, records, and public ar¬
chives, many of them “precious to the
nation as memorials of its origin.”

In commenting on the actions of their
troops in Washington, the London States¬
man said : “Willingly would we throw
a veil of oblivion over the transactions at

Washington. The Cossacks spared Paris,
but we spared not the Capital of America.
The Huns, savage and ferocious, also
spared Rome.” It may seem providential
that after this until the end of the war

the Americans were victorious in every
contest.

A beautiful naval monument, standing
opposite the west front of the Capitol,
which had been erected by private sub¬
scriptions of the officers of the Navy
commemorating their comrades who were
kill in the war with Tripoli, was wan-
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tonly mutilated. This statue was con¬
sidered by the foremost art critics of the
day as a beautiful piece of art.

While the public buildings were in
flames the great bridge across the Po¬
tomac was alsio blazing away, having
been fired on the Virginia end by the
American troops, and on the Washington
end by the English troops, each of whom
thought the other was approaching.
This huge structure was worth more
than a million dollars. The value of the
entire amount of property destroyed by
both British and Americans is estimated
at about two million dollars.

Great credit must be given to Mrs.
Madison, for it is to her that the Amer¬
ican people owe the preservation of
the life-sized portrait of Washington, by
Stuart, and also the original draft of
the Declaration of Independence. Im¬
mediately upon hearing of the defeat at
Bladensburg, she carefully rolled up the
Declaration of Independence, and carried
it herself, ordering at the same time that
the portrait of Washington be cut from
its frame and be brought along together
with the silverware.

It was not the design of the British to
hold the territory which they had ac¬
quired. Accordingly when the city was
burned and destroyed, the invaders re¬
treated precipitately, evidently in fear of
a reactive blow. While the British Cab¬
inet, judging from metropolitan influence
in Europe, were disposed to believe that
with the loss of their capital the Ameri¬
cans would consider all gone and would
yield in despair to their victors, those
conquerers on the spot saw too well the
danger to be apprehended from the spirit

of a people aroused to greater exertions
and more united energy because of that
very misfortune.

Impressed with this sense of danger,
Ross and Gockburn moved away from
Washington with the greatest secrecy. It
was humiliating to the British thus to
steal away in the dark from the field of
their conquest. They moved sullenly on¬
ward, so wearied with fatigue and loss
of sleep that when the columns halted for
a few moments, the roads would be filled
with sleeping soldiers. We have at hand
a piquant little epigram written by the
poet. Philip Freneau, upon this adventure
of the English :—

A veteran host, by veterans led
With Ross and Cockburn at their

head,
They came—they saw—'they burned

—and fled.

The loss of the Battle of Bladensburg
and of the Capital filled the American
people with mortification and produced
the most intense excitement throughout
the country. The public was disposed to
hold the Secretary of War responsible for
the misfortune, because of his alleged ob¬
stinacy and inefficiency, and a few days
later the Secretary left the Cabinet and
retired into private life. The govern¬
ment gladly attempted to fix the odium
upon the militia of Maryland and the
District, who were easily panic-stricken
and fled to their houses in disorder. His¬
torians, puzzled by contemporaneous
quarrels, have generally agreed in con¬
demning both the government and the
militia—the former for imbecility, and
the latter for cowardice.
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The Passion Play
Charles J. Reilly, Ti.

The saying that all roads lead to Rome
might be modified with justice and truth
to all routes to Rome lead through
Qbenammergau when the Passion Play
is being given. Throughout Europe one
met people, mostly Americans, who were
either going or returning from the little
Bavarian village where every tenth year,
in fulfillment of the vow of their an¬

cestors who were miraculously delivered
from a plague, the villagers enact the
scenes of the public life of the Saviour.

Nor is the interest of the villagers in
the play less engrossing that the tourists’.
One notices on arriving at Oberammer-
gau the long riotous curls of hair that
hang over the shoulders of the men, an
anachronism that the prohibition against
wigs forces on the actors. When we
recall that Peter the Great’s tax on

beards caused a revolution in Russia in
the Eighteenth Century, we can realize
the earnestness of the participants in the
Passion Play as evidenced by their wil¬
lingness to forego the customs of the
civilized world and wear their hair long.
Again the whole village is turned into
one immense boarding house and the
privacy of the homes of the humble peas¬
ants is invaded during the three months
in which performances are given.

Our baggage was turned over to the
care of one of the disciples, and under
military guidance we drove to our abode.
The army guide, in the person of our

driver, was military only in so far as

he was a member of the Roman cohort
of the Caesars who are numbered among
the actors. With his excellent build he
could well have participated in the Gallic
wars, or held his own among the grid¬
iron warriors of the present day.
Through the winding streets we drove,
on every side the high voices of the
Americans mingled with the deeper and
throat ier Germans. Though not all on
the same street, the houses of the town
are numbered successively as if they
were. Our resting place was a baker’s
house, very near to that of Anton Lang.
Once in our rooms, which were arranged
after much trouble owing tO' the size of
our party and the limited accommoda¬
tions, the odor of good fresh bread arose
to our nostrils. One may exclaim at the
prospect of living over a bakeshop, but
after a month or so in Europe with the
best bread only hard rolls, and exception¬
ally hard at that, the prospect of real
bread again almost brought tears of
homesickness to our eyes.

After a peaceful night’s slumber, bear¬
ing cushions, wraps, raincoats, opera

glasses, etc., we made our way hurriedly
to the theatre by the banks of the
Amimer. Crowds were collected before
the ticket windows and many had been
there since daylight. Guards and other
attendants stationed around the building
politely warned us at a certain distance,
some thirty yards from the playhouse,
that we must discard our lighted cigars,
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for such was the law as a preventative
against fire.

We were hardly seated when we heard
the boom of a cannon; our watches
showed eight o’clock and a sudden hush
fell on the audience. Doors were closed,
and the ambulance corps and guards took
their stations about the theatre.

From each side of the stage there
comes a procession of people in single
file. In long flowing robes of varied
colors, the men hardly distinguishable
from the women because of their long
hair, they advance with stately tread
until the two lines meet in the center of
the stage, and then turning to the au¬
dience they begin a song. Here indeed
the resemblance to the Greek plays is
most striking, for in the center is the
leader and on each side of him nineteen
of the chorus. The Greek chorus varied
in number from twelve to fifty persons.
After a short introductory song they
drew back on each side of the house in
the center of the stage, the leader an¬

nouncing what was to follow. A curtain
is pulled aside and we behold a tableau
representing the expulsion of Adam and
Eve from Paradise. For a number of
seconds the pose is held, then the cur¬
tains close again and the chorus resumes
its former place. Singing interspersed
by tableaux follow, and then the chorus
file off to the sides. Here the resemblance
to the strophe and antistrophe of the
Greek chorus is very evident. In the
Greek plays there existed great rivalry
between the different choregi or chorus
leaders, whose duty it was to supply the
robes of the chorus, train them and then
compete for popular favor by the acting

and splendor. So great was this rivalry
that many of the choregi actually ruined
themselves financially in out-vieing their
competitors in magnificence of apparel.
Ift a way this splendor of costume is
shown in the Passion Play, but the com¬
mittee supply the robes and the expense
does not fall alone on the chorus leader.

Long trailing, bright-hued gowns they
are, of costly material and are made up
in the village. For cost of them, like
other expenses of the play, the receipts
of the forthcoming performances are
pledged by the committee. As a rule,
the gowns have to be renewed entirely
every ten years, perhaps oftener, for the
play goes on in the open air no matter
what the weather be, and rain is the
usual accompaniment of each perform¬
ance. The villagers only cease to act
when the rain becomes so heavy that the
spectators are unable to see the stage.
Before and after the scene of the cru¬

cifixion they don robes of black, but with
this exception the others are worn
throughout. The music of the concealed
orchestra that aids the chorus is peculiar
in its measured tones, and yet as the
play goes on it seems to strike some
responsive chord that brings one into the
very spirit of the scenes. Though re¬
peated demands have been made for the
score, yet for some reason it has never
been made public. After the chorus
leaves the stage for the first time the
play proceeds with dialogues and scenes.
The resemblance to the drama of the
Athenians is then almost entirely lost
sight of, and is recalled only by the fre¬
quent appearances of the chorus in an¬
nouncing what a tableaux is to be. In
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JOHANN ZWINK WHO PLAYS JUDAS.
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all, there are eighteen acts to the play,
composed of seventy-six scenes and
twenty-two tableaux. When Sophocles
and Aeschylus gave their plays to the
world, the undercurrent of their theme
was of some hidden power that was

always inimical to the main character;
in the theme of the Passion Play there
is no threatening nemesis, no unseen fate
which the principal always fears and of
the nature of which he remains ignorant.
The Greek idea was an implied fear of
punishment and dreadful fate that would
unavoidably befall because of some wrong
deed committed; but here the punishment
and death are not unexpected. No
wrong deed has been committed on the
part of the hero, for he is a voluntary
victim, giving himself up as a sacrifice
for the sins of others. Both punishment
and death have been predicted and even
foretold bv the fated one himself. In
the Oedipus Rex of Sophocles the plot
is based on a prophecy which says that
Oedipus will marry his mother and be
the father of his own brothers and
sisters. The hero learns of this, and ^l'
every means in his power seeks to avoid
the fate which the gods have decreed for
him. What a difference one sees in this
man of sorrows. Resignedly and un¬
complaining he lives his thirty years,
knowing from earliest childhood what
indescribable torments and what an ig-
nominous death are ordained for him.
In the Prometheus Vinctus of Aeschylus
a demigod descends to earth, bringing
fire as a gift for the welfare of man’s
mortal life; in this passion of Christ, God
descends from heaven, assuming the
nature of man and brings as gift His

infinite love which is for the immortal
life of man. Atonement for man’s

transgression against the throne on high,
is the foundation of the tragedy. The
sacrifice is made in reparation for the
offenses committed and those to be com¬

mitted against an Infinite Being, which
.to mortal can expiate.

There may be other tragedies that sur¬
pass the Passion Play in arrangement, in
poetry and dramatic action, but never
can any story of human invention surpass
cr approach it in sublimity of theme. A
number of years after the death of
Christ, thirty thousand Jews were cru¬
cified with similar torments near the walls
of Jerusalem. Yet the record of their
death has been almost lost to posterity,
while the story of the death of this one
Jew has come down to us as bright
through the ages as if it had happened
but yesterday. It is a story that has
changed the face of the earth. Luxuries
and splendors of ancient Rome are but
memories. Barbarian nations, fiercer
than the beasts of the forest, have fallen
under its power: kingdoms have changed,
thrones totter, and dynasties have faded
into oblivion, but the rule of this pale
Galilean goes on forever to the end of
time. The story is told and retold today
in far more languages than were known
when the apostles were miraculously un¬
derstood on the day of Pentecost, and yet
it never grows old by further narration.

Above all, the Passion Play gives us
more vividly the picture of God as a man.
From the time he first appears on the
stage, “riding on the side of an ass’s colt
that seemed too small to support his
weight,” he is watched with breathless
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STREET in oberammergau.
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interest as the plot proceeds to that ig¬
nominious end on the gibbet on his en¬

emies, followed by the triumphant resur¬
rection and ascension. Can it be that

there is a divine or natural law which
draws our attention to this story of one
who among thousands of others was con¬
demned to death during the reign of the
Caesars? Surely there must be some
mysterious power in it when even the
descendants of his executioners are

drawn to the portrayal of his life. The
Ghristus draws our sympathy, our
admiration and our love, but our

pity is. for his mother and for Mary
Magdalene. The latter, whom we found
the day before so gay and so light¬
hearted, is now completely lost in the
role, contrition and repentance stamped
indelibly upon her countenance. To my

mind, though of course realizing that
the whole play is written with the cru¬
cifixion as its foundation, the scene that
surpasses all in intensity of feeling is the
meeting of mother and son on the road
to Calvary. The audience sit with bated
breath, and as the scene closes a universal
sob arises from the thousands as -they
settle back from the strained positions.
There is the pathos and the sadness, the
natural feeling that we all know of the
extreme love of a mother, faithful in
affliction and unto death. Anton Lang
of course is the main figure of it all, but
in depicting the peacefulness and humility
of the Galilean his histrionic ability is
to a great extent overshadowed by the
powerful, forceful and realistic acting of
Johann Zwink, in the part of Judas. In
all his appearances, whether alone or in
.an assembly, the attention centers upon

Zwink for his superb acting. This is his
third and probably last appearance in the
character but his name will ever be
linked with the play as undoubtedly one
of the best and mo9t wonderful of actors.

So fully does he enter into the part that
it is said, following the scene in which
remorse overcomes him at the thought
of the betrayal of his Master, he actually
hanged himself and had to be rescued.
Alfred Bierling, in the part of the beloved
disciple, considering his first appearance,
does exceedingly well, but those who wit¬
nessed the 1900 production still praise
very highly the work of Peter Rendl,
w ho now has the role of Joseph of Ar-
imathea. Many others, too, come in for
special praise, but owing to the great
number it is impossible to give each one
individual notice. All, even to the chil¬
dren who appear in many of the tableaux
and scenes, make the Passion Play some¬

thing to be recalled among one’s most
pleasant memories.

Two facts there are that may have been
apparent to a close observer of the play.
The first is that the Virgin Mary is
comparatively young, when one considers
that the Ohristus is representing a man
some thirty years of age. But this is
due to the custom of selecting an un¬
married woman for the part, and besides,
a woman of proportionate age would
hardly be capable of performing the
duties required. A second fact is, that
in the scene of the Last Supper one

recognizes the grouping of the figures as
an almost exact counterpart of Leonardi
de Venci’s painting in the Church of
Santa Maria Belle Grazie, in Milan.

The last act ended with the scene of
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A FRESCOED HOUSE.
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Christ glorified, ascending slowly to the
heavens, while the chorus sang hymns
of praise. We left the theatre with a

physical sense of tiredness, and a mental
feeling of having run the whole gamut
of our emotions through an absorbing in¬
terest in the performance. The 1910
production was over for us, and with
the rest of the crowds we wandered

homeward, discussing the wonderful
spectacle we had witnessed. Though
there are plays of this nature given else¬
where in Europe, yet I think none can

vie with that of Oberammergau in mag¬
nificence and beauty, certainly not in
world-wide reputation. All the more is
the wonder aroused when one considers
that the village boasts of a population
of only sixteen hundred, and yet from
this comparatively small number there
come the committee of officers in charge,
the chorus, musicians and actors. In all
there are six hundred and eighty-five
people that come on the stage, fifty of
them women and two hundred children.

TO CARL ADOLPH LEONARD (Deceased)

A. W. Tl.

Low bowed in sorrow grieving,
We mourn thy early leaving
A land with strife upheaving

For a better land above.

„ We miss thee, fount of gladness!
’Twere folly, or ’twere madness
To doubt in bitter sadness

That thy gladness now is love.

May holy angels greet thee.
Caress thee when they meet thee,
Mid heaven’s splendors seat thee

With the blessing of the Son.

At heaven’s golden grating
While hope thy heart is sating
Receive thy fond ones waiting

When their battle’s fought and won.
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A BIRD OF PASSAGE

Louis J. Baumer, ’14.

A winged minstrel I,
A lyrist of the sky.

In numbers sweet,
On pinions fleet,

I carol merrily.

From dawn of golden day
To Vesper’s silvery gray,

With piping trill
That naught can still,

I carol merrily.

To greet the bourgeoning Spring,
My warbling course I wing,

From Southern dales
To Northern vales,

And carol merrily.

Through all the royal prime
Of laughing Summer time,

With notes as clear
As crystal tear,

I carol merrily.

But when chill Autumn’s breeze
Comes murm'ring through the trees,

’Neath Southern skies
Where song ne’er dies,

I carol merrily.
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Marvis
Robert J. Gannon, ’13.

’Twas in the late sixties I met her—

sixty-eight, to be exact, the June of sixty-
eight. I was nineteen then, and after
commencement (that year) I had gone
down east to spend the summer months
with an uncle of mine who lived all by
himself in old time Norwalk. My visit
started on a Thursday, I remember, and
by Saturday night I had seen, or thought
I had, all that the place had to offer,
living or real, with the decision that the
train headed south was quite its most at¬
tractive feature.

On my first Sunday morning, due to
my uncle’s pride of punctuality, we
arrived at church in time to greet all the
chronically early comers, and watch the
parade of Norwalk’s “Veribest” passing
us in review. “There,” I thought dis¬
mally, “just as I expected—no end of
hoops and waterfalls and feathers, but
oh, such fillings in them.” After the
church bells rang and we were comfort¬
ably seated in our pews, there was a creak
from the swinging doors, accompanied
by a rustle of invisible but very effective
silk. Wickedly and humanly I turned
like many another of the congregation to
inspect the new arrivals.

First and slightly in the advance was
a very picture of womanly dignity
forty-five, perhaps, becomingly dressed all
in black except for the soft white shawl
fashion favored so much at that time.
Behind her, and seemingly taking refuge
in the mother’s importance was a—a

vision of seventeen. There was an abject
surrender on the spot. I thought I had
never before seen anything so beautiful as
that slip of a girl in her simple dainty little
white gown floating around her like mist,
and seemingly held to earth only by the
knots of tiny rosebuds scattered through
it. Of course her hair was a wavy chest¬
nut brown, her complexion naturally the
pink and white of rose leaves, while it
goee without saying that her eyes were
a violet gray and soft as a gazelle’s. How
could they be otherwise and belong to a
Marvis ?

Yes, Marvis was her name. I labori¬
ously squeezed that much from my un¬
willing uncle during the sermon with the
added information that her father, Col.
Blair, had been killed at Bull Run. In
whispers I asked—“Did he know them?”
“Yes.” “Was that her mother with her?”
“Yes.” “Had she any brothers or sis¬
ters?” “No.” “Would he introduce me ?”
“Good heavens, yes.” “When ?” “After
church—any time—see. The reverend
preacher's frowning at you now.” When
that deadly individual had droned out
the last long prayer and we were on our

way down the aisle again, I reminded him
of his promise, and, “I’d take it now,
please—.”

Two miutes later I was in the midst
of a presentation—my heart was going
like a mill race; little beads of perspira¬
tion glistened all over my face; my lips
were dry; my feet were in the way;
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while all the pretty little speeches I had
planned so nicely during the sermon now

scampered off laughing like young
fiends at my discomfort. I was, in
short, as we would have said in ’68,
embarrassed, but to be more up-to-date
and borrow from my son’s vocabulary—
“fussed stiff” better expresses it.

My lady on the other hand was as
much at her ease as in the polite board¬
ing school she had so lately quitted. I
licked my lips, murmuring that “I hoped
she was well,” and with nothing but this
slim, poor little excuse for something to
say, she so cleverly built up a whole con¬
versation that my distressing thickness of
tongue began to leave me. Still, I’m sure
T did everything in my power to counter¬
act the propitious work of the gods, only
those important personages would not be
gainsaid, and the outcome of our first
meeting was that I was permitted to see
them home.

“Twin Oaks” was an ideal little
colonial house nestling in the arms of a
real old fashioned garden. Oh how I
grew to love that place in the next few
fleeting weeks. Where could rosemary,
jasmine or lavender bloom with such
sweetness as in the Eden where I learned
to call her Manus and talked with her

every day.
Our heaven seemed to have come to

earth and we dreamed on in forgetful
happiness, surprised at what we had dis¬
covered in our own newly opened hearts.
Little indeed could we foresee the hand
Dame Fortune held for us.

One evening I called as usual and was
veranda where we sat and chatted away,
for some time. Soon, however, the night
was so glorious and the shadowy

garden did look so inviting in its lights
and shades of moonlight that I begged
her to walk with me down by the old
arbor, and listen to the poem that the
fountain had to tell. It was in the

heighth of all this dreamy bliss that my
Nemesis burst out of the shadow upon
me with an angry rustle of silk and
gasped: “Daughter, what does this
mean?” Then, with a large, large piece
of ice, “Good night, Mr. Stanton!”

Just how I got out of the presence I
don't yet know, but all night I paced my
room or sat by the open window thinking
dejectedly of my “ruined life.” Nothing
I’m sure but a wholesome fear of death

kept me from incarnidating my uncle’s
fine new rug with gore. All next day I
slunk dejectedly about the house, think¬
ing vaguely on the “slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune.” That night, with
the inconsistency of youth, I slept like a
two-year-old and rose next morning feel¬
ing fine—in fact I was all primed for a
nice fat kindly Deus ex Machina.

Sure enough he was waiting for me at
breakfast—in the somewhat reduced but
still unmistakeable form of a pink scenter
envelope. Inside were two letters—one,
of course, from “Twin Oaks,” which I
devoured at a glance. Briefly it said
that “the next day” mother in high wrath
has set her to work putting the family
ghosts in the garret arights. While rum¬

maging around she had come across the
enclosed. “Copy it carefully,” she said,
“and send me what you’ve written by the
next mail. P. S.—Drop in accidentally
yourself—soon after the postman.” The
enclosed was an idyl of life’s springtime,
full of all that jewel-like ardor that comes
of a first full love, and surely treated of
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a case strangely similar to our' own.
Imagine my surprise when I read the
name that signed it—Richard Blair, U.
S. A.

Need1 I go further? Need I say that
the little trick worked like a charm ?
The postman and I arrived almost as one
man, but I waited my cue and watched
the first act from the hedge. Daughter
is handed a note which she reads raptu¬

rously, and reluctantly, on demand, hands
it to her mother. Mother reads it with
emotions, changing from disapproval to
surprise, and then melting into tenderness.
Enter—myself. I am welcomed by the
One with tear-dimmed eyes and the other
with a brilliant smile., ,

Many a year was in its grave before
we told mother how the strange coin¬
cidence had happened.
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Novae Sagittarii et Arae
John Foley, T2.

Two discoveries of considerable inter¬
est in the astronomical world were made
a few weeks ago. Mrs. Fleming, of the
Harvard Observatory, noticed on the
photographic plates the images of two
stars which were not accounted for in
the astronomical charts. One of these,
“novae,” as new stars are called, is in
the constellation Sagittarius, while the
other is found in the constellation Ara.
The official reports read:

NOVA SAGITTARII.

A new star, whose approximate posi¬
tion is R. A. 17 hours, 52 minutes,
15 seconds, Dec.—27°,32,.3 (1875), was
discovered by Mrs. Fleming in the Con¬
stellation Sagittarius on October 1, 1910.
It appears on 16 photographs taken at
Arequipa with the 8-inch Bache and
1-inch Cooke telescopes, between March
21, 1910, and June 10, 1910. The magni¬
tude has been estimated as varying from
7.8 to 8.6, between these dates. The
spectrum is quite faint, but shows the
bright hydrogen lines HB, Hj, Hd, He,
He and Hn, with a trace of Hj as dark
on the edge O’f greater wave length of the
bright line Hj. The star does not appear
on seventeen photographs, taken between
July 23, 1889, and October 7, 1909, al¬
though most of them show stars fainter
than the twelfth magnitude and one plate
shows stars of the fifteenth magnitude,
or fainter. An observation by Leon

Campbell on October 3, 1910, with the
24-inch Reflector of this Observatory
confirms the presence of this object and
gives its magnitude as about 10.5.

Edward C. Pickering.

nova arae.

A new star whose approximate posi¬
tion is R. A. 16 hours, 31 minutes, 4
seconds, Dec.—52°,io\6 (1875), was
discovered by Mrs. Fleming in the Con¬
stellation Ara, on October 13, 1910. It
appears on 21 photographs taken at
Arequipa with the 8-inch Bache and
1-inch Cooke telescopes, between April
4, 1910, and August 3, 1910. The magni¬
tude has been estimated as varying from
6.0 to 10.0 between these dates. The

spectrum is quite faint, but shows, on
three plates, the bright lines, 5007, HB,
4670, Hj, Hd, He and He, one of the
plates showing also the bright line Hn.
Apparently this object had passed into
a nebulous condition before its spectrum
was photographed. The star does not
appear on 44 photographs, taken between
August 20, 1889, and March 19, 1910,
although almost all of them show stars
fainter than the twelfth magnitude, and
two plates show sitars as faint as the
fifteenth magnitude.

Edward C. Pickering.

The first “nova” of which we have
record was that observed by Hipparchus
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in 134 B. C. Hipparchus gave the loca¬
tion of the star as well as he could, but
the crudity of his astronomical instru¬
ments, coupled with the poverty of
scientific knowledge in his day, render his
records of little real value.

Passing over the star of 389 A. D. as
of little note, we come to one so con¬

spicuous as to command universal at¬
tention. It was the star seen in 1572, by
the celebrated Danish astronomer, Tycho-
Brahe. As he himself tells us: “One

night as I was examining as usual the
celestial vault, the aspect of which is so
familiar to me, I saw with unspeakable
astonishment, near the zenith in Cas¬
siopeia a star of extraordinary bright¬
ness. Struck with surprise, I could
scarcely believe my eyes. To convince
myself that there was no illusion here,
and to obtain the testimony of other
people, I called the workmen occupied
in my laboratory and asked them if they
saw, as I did, the star that had so sud¬
denly made its appearance. I learned
later that in Germany, the cabbies and
others of the people had acquainted the
astronomers of the strange appearance
in the skies, and so furnished the oc¬
casion for a renewal of the accustomed

railings against scientific men.” When
first seen this star was brighter than
Jupiter. It grew continually brighter
until it rivaled Venus, and then it began
to grow dim. For sixteen months the
star was plainly visible to the naked eye,
after which it passed out of sight as
mysteriously as it had appeared. Many
looked upon this sudden apparition as
a sign from Heaven, and as such it was
a veritable godsend to the press and to

religious fanatics. Tons of papers and
pamphlets were printed on the subject,
nearly every one having views which he
itched to inflict on the public. Madmen
harangued the people from the tops of
barrels and rejoiced in the howling of
panic-striken wretches whom they told
that “the end of the world was at hand.”
There was some attempt to connect this
star with the “Star of Bethlehem,” it
being supposed that the star varied
periodically and made its appearance
once in every 314 years. In this case, it
should have reappeared in 1886, but this
it failed to do.

The more recent “novae” have been
too inconspicuous to deserve more than
passing mention, but it is worthy of note
that those recorded in the past twenty
years have been detected by the camera
rather than by the human eye. Mrs.
Fleming heads the honor roll, having to
her credit no less than ten discoveries of
new- stars.

Many theories have been advanced to
account for these new stars, of which
perhaps the theory most favored is that
these short-lived splendors are caused by
the collision of comparatively small
heavenly bodies. Many of these bodies
move at the almost incredible speed of
several hundred miles a second. When
two of these clash, their enormous

energy of motion is converted into in¬
tense heat, producing a temperature so

great as to vaporize the most refractory
elements. As the bodies are compara¬

tively small, this energy is soon ex¬
pended, and hence few of these “novae”
last more than two years, if they last
that long.
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College Notes
Frank H. Burk£, ’12.

On Sunday, October 9th, the scholastic
year was opened by the Solemn Mass of
the Holy Ghost which was sung by the
Rev. William J. Brooks, S. J., with Rev.
Mark McNeal, S. J., and Mr. Daniel I.
Cronin, S. J., as Deacon and Sub-Deacon,
respectively. The sermon, which will be
found on another page, was delivered by
the Rev. John F. Quirk, S. J., Vice-
President of the University. It was a

masterly comparison of the character of
a religiously educated student and that of
the product of non-religious institutions
of education. There were present a large
number of resident graduates, representa¬
tives of the faculties of the University
and a vast number of the students.

The Rt. Rev. Nicholas Matz, Bishop
■of Denver, spent a week at the College
in October. He was accompanied by the
Canonist of the diocese, Rev. Richard
Brady. In early November, the Rt. Rev.
Hugh MacSherry, Bishop of Port Eliza¬
beth, South Africa, called at the College.

Doctor Bailey Kelly Ashford, M. D.,
’96, spent a few hours at the College.
Doctor Ashford was welcomed by some
of the older members of the faculty who
were friends of his father, the late Doc¬
tor Francis A. Ashford, who was the
Dean of the Medical School during the
years 1878-1883.

Mr. Antonio M. Opisso, LL. B., ’03,
LL. M., ’04, who made a splendid record

during his Law School course, visited
the College during the week. Mr. Opisso
traveled all the way from Manila to
argue a case before the Supreme Court.

To one not cognizant of the true state
of affairs now existing in Georgetown,
the stream of life would appear to move

placidly and evenly in its majestic course.
But “those who know” will tell you that
beneath the mirror-like surface struggles
and strives a powerful undercurrent,
sweeping all before it in its irresistible
advance. Every knot of students in the
quadrangle is a consulting board of foot¬
ball experts; in every room the great
game of the season has been laboriously
and scientifically fought out in imagina¬
tive argumentation. In the majority of
cases, Georgetown has triumphed with
more or less ease; there still exists, of
course, the usual Doubting Thomases,
who seek the empty glory, consisting in
the ability to say “I told you so.” But
even these black-winged harbingers are

tucking away under those same black
wings the green slips of paper which are
to be increased and multiplied by the
success of the Blue and Gray legions.
Every man plays the miser now that he
may fill the role of financial “plunger”
within the coming week. In the mean¬
time, the dreamers still add their one¬

sided, favorable score; the team works
as it has never worked in the earlier part
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of its successful season. The result is
“on the knees of the gods.”

On Friday, November 4, a mass meet¬
ing was held in Gaston Hall to practice
the yells and songs for Virginia Day.
Messrs. Sitterding and Gibbs contributed
a new yell, to which has been appended
the dignified appellation, “The Hipper
Dipper.” Mr. Gibbs undertook the
duties of cheer-leader and the new war

cry soon rounded out into a snappy,
spirited slogan. We have no doubt that
the “Hipper Dipper,” in spite of its ill-
omened cognomen, will prove a worthy
contribution to the scant stock of our

cheer-leaders. It is rumored that the

Vigilantes have detailed a posse, who are
now hot on the trail of the author of the

“Zingo,” but, in the event of his capture,
sentence will probably be suspended until
his ghastly invention shall have been
given a public trial. Coach Nielson was

prevailed upon to address the student
body. He expressed his hope and belief
that Georgetown is at last on the eve
of lowering Virginia’s colors, but mod¬
estly attributed all the success of the
team to its intrinsic worth and the ab¬
sence of personal ambitions and jeal¬
ousies. Manager Joliet was next called
upon and responded with his usual spirit
and strength. The work of the meeting
was highly satisfactory and it is believed
that one more assemblage will result in
strong and uniform rooting on the day
of the big game.

On Tuesday, October 25, Rev. John
O’Rourke opened the Retreat of 1910.
Father O’Rourke’s ability in this line was

by no means exaggerated by Father Em¬
met in his commendatory remarks in Gas¬
ton Hall. The results of that ablity were

apparent in the number of students of
the Graduate Departments who were in¬
duced to attend the full course of relig¬
ious instruction. Father O’Rourke is
blessed with a singularly happy style,
abounding in striking examples, and rich
in its descriptive coloring.

The Mass of Requiem for the deceased
members of the University was celebrated
on Wednesday, in Dahlgren Chapel.
Rev. Thomas A. Emmet, S. J., officiated.

The Retreat closed on Saturday morn¬

ing with General Communion. All of the
students of the College and Preparatory
departments received and their numbers
were sensibly augmented by members of
other branches of the University. That
the number receiving Holy Communion
was greater than on any other occasion
for many years past was evident from
the fact that in order to accommodate
the communicants every foot of available
space in the Refectory was, of necessity,
utilized.

SEISMOLOGICAL NOTES.

During the past month no earthquakes
of any importance were recorded. A
number of distinguished visitors called
u}x>n us and showed great interest in the
mechanism and working of the seismo¬
graphs. Among them were Senor Rafael
M. Arizoga, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary of Ecuador; Mr.
H. L. Heiskell, Chief of the Division of
Marine Meteorology at the U. S.
Weather Bureau, and Mr. C. M. Saville,
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Assistant Engineer in charge of the
Third Division of the Office of the Chief

Engineer of the Isthmian Canal Com¬
mission on the Isthmus. Mr. Saville is
anxious to establish a seismological ob¬
servatory on the Isthmus, and, therefore,
he made a most careful inspection of our
instruments, noting especially the methods
of setting up the different parts, the
means used to prevent errors arising
from convectional air currents, etc. He
expressed great surprise when he heard
how accurately our instruments record

the shocks, and he desired us to send *him
a report of all future records.

Another welcome visitor was Mr.
Thomas E. Shea, the well-known actor.
So pleased was Mr. Shea with the work
which we are doing that he sent us a
check for $25, “to help you in your very
excellent work.”

We hope that the example of the
above-named gentleman will act as a
stimulus to many others, that we may be
able to complete our set of seismological
instruments.
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Sermon for Opening of School Year
Rev. John F. Quirk, S. J.

“Do not multiply to speak lofty things,
boasting; let old matters depart from
your mouth; for the Lord is a God of all
knowledge, and to Him are thoughts pre¬
pared.” (I Kings, Ch. 2, 3.)

We are present at this Solemn Mass of
the Holy Ghost today according to the
time-honored custom of Georgetown Uni¬
versity and in keeping with the tradition
of Holy Mother Church. The end, the
purpose of this custom is simple and
manifest. It is to invoke upon the fac¬
ulty and student body alike the blessing
of the “Father of Lights,” while we bow
in lowly submission before Him, ac¬

knowledging Him as the “Creator Spirit,”
who hath made man, mind and heart, out
of nothing in the beginning and “who
enlighteneth every man that cometh into
this world.”

Filled with reverent sense of appre¬
ciation for the function of this mass and
its meaning, I should feel dismay at the
thought of imparting the message of the
occasion, were it not for another thought
that lends me confidence. It is the re¬

membrance of the character of my mes¬
sage which is from above and which war¬
rants me light and inspiration from the
Holy Spirit in my words.

Coming, therefore, to the lesson of my
text, let me not multiply to speak lofty
things, after the worldly way, but seeing
that all thoughts are prepared and trite
before God, I will rather let old matters
depart from my mouth and speak to you

upon that ancient truth that the Lord is
a God of all knowledge and should be
revered as such.

“The Lord is a God of all knowledge.”
The expression is one of praise that
comes from the lips of Anna in her can¬
ticle of joy over the birth of her son, the
future prophet, Samuel. Taken in their
obvious sense the words extol God as the

possessor of all knowledge and attribute
to Him actual sight and understanding of
all things. Thus we are reminded that
God reads as on an open scroll not only
things present but all that have been, all
that will be; that He beholds with all¬
viewing eye the hearts and minds of His
rational creatures, even unto their most
hidden impulses and secret thoughts.
No chamber of intellect, no cell of the
heart but is unfolded and unlocked to His

piercing and sweeping gaze. Truly is
He the God of all knowledge, since He is
the Master of all its keys.

But the Lord is not only perfect in the
knowledge of His own divine mind, He
is besides the master of all the knowledge
that lodges in the mind of His creature,
man. For he made man, mind and heart,
out of nothing; and as Author of these
faculties He is Master and Owner of the
fruits of knowledge which they yield.
And shall the workman refuse to pay
tithes of what he gathers to the Supreme
Harvester?

Moreover, as we pass on to consider
the various arts and sciences of educated
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mankind and weigh them in themselves,
how clearly they reveal themselves as be¬
longing to God and His knowledge
rather than to man ! The beauty and
grace of language, the fine precision of
science, the harmonies of color and sound
in painting and music—what are they all
in their units or sum of truth and reality
but faint and faulty images of God’s
limitless perfections that prove elusive to
the mightiest power of human intellect.
Or, take if you will, the human heart in
its purest flames of devotion, in its fires
of aspiration toward God and country
and high ideals, what are these at best
but wandering sparks of that love so
lavish that it created us, so prodigal of
itself that it redeemed us. All these rays
of knowledge, inasmuch as they are
realities, must have been possible before
they entered into the life of created mind
and heart; must have loomed forth with
virginal splendor and excellence in the
divine intellect in order to receive being
in puny man. I might lead the argument
to greater length, did I not deem it con¬
clusive already. Truly the Lord is the
God of all knowledge in virtue of His
Infinite intellect; He is God of all human
knowledge because He is the Author and
Fashioner of the human mind and heart
which are the faculities that beget knowl¬
edge ; He is finally the God of all human
knowledge because all branches of learn¬
ing and all systems of science, be they
ever so original, are only so many trick¬
ling streams issuing from the unfathom¬
able sea of God’s perfections, so many
rays adrift from the Sun and Light of
Truth, Himself.
“Our little systems have their day;
“They have their day and cease to be;

“They are but broken lights of Thee,
“And Thou, O Lord, art more than they.”'

Now if all this be true, and it stands
true by the light of both faith and reason,
what follows is mere logical consequence,
namely; that man must refer the gift of
his faculties of knowledge to their Great
Giver and attribute the origin of each
particle of learning to the Godhead
whence it flows. This is as surely the
result of our reasoning as that all rivers
flow to the sea; or better, it is an applica¬
tion of that truth of the poet that God is,
the

“One far ofif divine event

“To which the whole creation moves.”

We must grant Him, then, this God of
all knowledge, His sovereignty over
man’s mind and heart and His right of
sway in the realm of letters and arts and
science. No one can consistently deny
this right of God and duty of man. It
is the fundamental idea in education that
is Christian and Catholic; and it means,

that religion must have place in education
unless education be misnamed.

Would you see the workings of this
principle in its practical result? Let me
set before you the ideal of a man shaped
under the guidance of religion. Let us
contemplate him in mind and heart which,
we may assume, are the chief faculities
tliat reflect the trained and finished prod¬
uct of the schools. What shall we find
him in mind ? Informed by the precepts
and principles of religion, he will first
of all be persuaded of the littleness of
hlis own acquired knowledge; he will
likewise be made profoundly aware of
the worth of right principles as compared
with a vast stock of information, and
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will have learned the worth of method
and system, of time, of labor, and other
talents given us to traffic with here on
earth. In heart you will remark him
uniformly devoted to proper and solid
objects of ambition, such as make for the
the good of the church, the state and his
own civic and domestic welfare. He will
be found reverent toward authority, kind
and condescending to his fellowmen. He
will match his talents of mind with
warmth and enthusiasm so as to strike
the balance in qualities of mind and heart.
In a word, his mind will direct and regu¬
late his feelings and affections aright and
the heart will ardently promote the proj¬
ects of the mind’s choice. Such a man

is what we aim at producing—a character
to be noted above all else for a sense of

proportion, a man of mark and leading.
Turning on the other hand to the op¬

posite picture, let us regard the man who
has lacked the religious element in his
formation of mind and heart. Here I
cannot see the same traits of complete
and proportioned character. Without
religion in his education the man of great
natural power of mind is apt to grow
conceited; the groundwork of humility
being absent, pride of intellect abounds
and robs learning of that modesty which
is its chiefest charm. Would to God that
the defect and danger might stop here;
but it frequently goes to a further and
more deplorable pass. The gifted mind
that is void of religious submission and
control tends to become enamored of
itself and to throw over allegiance toward
God and higher powers among men. I
trust that I do not exaggerate the dark
features of the irreligious intellect in its
last state when I see them converging in

the person of the professed rationalist
and infidel.

But if joined to such an intellect we
picture a heart unschooled by religious
teaching; what else can be the outcome
but an abortion of intellectual life? Con¬
sider for a moment a heart practically
unregenerated; that is to say, one with¬
held and restrained by no saving principle
of faith and religion. Reason alone can
not prevent the dreadful natural conse¬
quences that will ensue. That heart is
bound to become the slave of passion; it
cannot be dedicated to noble aims; it is
selfish, relentless, arrogant by force of
nature and indulgence, and no matter
what elegant graces of intellect may
adorn it, the man who bears it will be
only a fine pagan and a prey to the lusts
of his body.

Oh, God, to think of it, that where
Thou hast showered Thy best gifts of
mind and heart man should make waste

of his inheritance! What a sad pity, that
man who has been signed with the light
of Thy countenance in his natural reason
and his supernatural faith, should ever
blot out Thy fair image and risk his glad¬
ness of heart forever! Yet these things
are true and in uttering them I am only
fulfilling the advice of Samuel, “Let old
matters depart from your mouth; for the
Lord is a God of all knowledge.”

Members of the faculty, and students
of Georgetown, it is our privilege to
understand aright the nature of knowl¬
edge, that it is God’s primal and eminent
possession, and man’s only to be referred
to Him. Therefore, it is for us to abide
the plain issue. We must consecrate our
schools and our teachings to the Father
of Lights and beg His blessing on our
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labors and studies. Professor and pupil,
we have alike his bounden duty, namely:
To give the God of knowledge His due
place in our midst. This obligation we
are discharging at present while we
invoke the Holy Spirit’s light and
strength upon mind and heart for the
work of the year. Yet inasmuch as
knowledge is to be our individual and
daily quest, so should our prayer be per¬
sonal and daily. And let me add that
there is nothing weak or unworthy as
some might imagine, in the thought of a

strong man or youth at prayer. There
is nothing more becoming man, the
creature of God, than to acknowledge
in prayer his dependence on his Maker;
so also there is nothing more fitting in
a student of the schools than to beseech
the source of knowledge for his needs of
mind and heart. May the God of all
knowledge be with us in Plis grace dur¬
ing the coming year and grant us “to
know what is right and to rejoice in His
comforting strength, through Christ, our
Lord.”
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□RHMRTIB5.

Charles Angulo, Ti.

The manufacturers of “inaudiphones”
have lost an old-time market. Inaudi-

phones, lest you know not, are instru¬
ments which when placed in the ears
render noises inaudible. You see, it’s
all in the name. The present board of
editors met a few weeks ago and flatly
refused to continue the policy of their
predecessors in availing themselves of
the comfort and ease afiforded by the use
of these implements of deafness. They
had scarcely put the resolution into effect;
in fact, the little tools had hardly reached
the waste basket, into which they
had been so violently flung, when there
floated in through the open windows of
the Sanctum and rung in the ears of the
dumbfounded journalists, the loud cry
of the votaries of the sock and buskin,
demanding the installation of these
columns. As ducks in thunder, the
scribblers listened to the roar, and before
having recovered the full use of their
faculties chose us to appease the appetite
of the playgoers by providing for them
a monthly treat.

Already we have wild visions of that
clan of humanity wending its way in
the twlight around the Healv Building,
the Maguire, the Ryan, gathering be¬
neath our balcony and with ominous
faces and shaking fists, hurling upward
invective upon invective for the errors of
our ways. Odzookens!

There are good reasons why a few
pages of this paper should be devoted
each month to a discussion of Dramatics.
The histrionic art deserves to be studied
more or less attentively by all those in
pursuit of a liberal education. Its tenets
are very useful for public speaking and
its popular appeal makes it also a uni¬
versal topic of conversation. “To im¬
itate,” says Aristotle, “is instinctive in
man from his infancy; and from im¬
itation all men naturally receive pleasure.”
All mimicry, however, is not acting.
Therefore, it is at least becoming a well-
read man that he possess the power of
discriminating between mere strutting or
fretting for hours upon the stage and the
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art of acting. Nor should he be satis¬
fied to have no more than a correct taste,
but strive to make it also subtle; that is
to say, that he ought not only be proof
against all false pretensions to merit, but
moreover seek to acquire a keenness of
vision which will penetrate to that inner¬
most beauty that art conceals from the
vulgar eye.

But a still worthier reason d’etre for
this new department of the Journal is
made evident when we pass from the
Thespian to the literary aspect of the
drama. No form of literary art is more

prominent. How brilliantly do the names
of Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides and
Aristophanes shine forth from the fir¬
mament of Greek Letters. Among the
Latins you will recall Plautus and Pub¬
lius Terentius. Consider the English lit¬
erature and note the role Shakespeare
played in its development. We say
nothing of Beaumont and Fletcher, Mar¬
lowe, Decker and scores of others. Cast
your eye down the roster of French lit-
erateurs and see how eminently the
names of Moliere, Corneille, Racine and
Hugo stand forth. What shall we say
of Goethe and Schiller among the Ger¬
mans ; and of De Vega and Calderon in
Spain. Even in our own generation we
have the dramatists taking a leading
part in the republic of le/tters. Such
men as Ibsen, Sudermann, Tolstoi, Ro¬
stand and Shaw are today the most con¬

spicuous figures in the realm of current
literature.

Here in America, the dramatists are

not contributing as much as they might
to the expansion of our native literature.
The American plays of today are mere
displays of the common types and inci¬

dents of everyday existence. They are
“shows”—nothing more. Commonplace¬
ness for its own sake seems to be the

guiding principle of most our play¬
wrights. How are we then to expect
from their pens tales of exalted char¬
acters, of lofty motives, of noble deeds—
told appropriately in the most elegant
language and purest diction. And yet
until such plays become more numerous,
we must banish all hope of our country’s
perpetuity in the records of valuable
dramaturgy.

These present-day dramas are, further¬
more, degrading the actor’s art. If it
requires no great talent to write them, it
requires less to interpret them. As the
dramatis personae are very conventional
specimens of individuals, a cast is easily
obtainable in which each player peculiarly
suits the character he or she has to repre¬
sent. All the actor is called upon to do
is to conduct himself on the stage as he
does off it. And yet this crude achieve¬
ment is, generally speaking, in America
today the accepted standard of the art of
acting. “In the name of traditioned
achievements and witnessed art in true

histrionic ability,” writes Mr. Allen
Davenport, “the gods forbid that it
should forever so remain.”

Now a word as to our proposed scheme
of operations. We shall of course give
due preferment to the productions of the
Georgetown University Dramatic Asso¬
ciation, but shall further endeavor to
review all those plays which it shall be
our good fortune to attend and which
shall have some claim to be classed as

works of art. Evidently, it would ill-
befit the dignity of a college paper to
squander its much-sought-after space
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with lengthy analyses of theatrical pn>-
ductions which, at first glance, have no
element of art in their make up.

Under such a heading may be included
most of those plays which Washington
audiences have witnessed during the last
four weeks. There was New York, the
usual life-in-our-big-city melodrama with
an unusual cast. The Summer Widowers,
a good joke. Up and Down Broadway,
a bad joke. Miss Patsy and the Iron
King, both of which will winter in the
storerooms along with The Girl in Wait¬
ing. The Echo, The Man who Owns
Broadway, and Havana, three musical
“frivolities.” The Girl in the Taxi, an

importation which our tariff might well
prohibit. ,

Such plays find their way into the dra¬
matic columns of the daily papers and
monthly magazines, only by reason of the
press agents’ activities and the influence
of the managing firms.

The truth is that dramatic criticism is
at present in a very unsatisfactory condi¬
tion. Too often it is simply fulsome
flattery or merely a well-written and
amusing “roast.”

An actor writing for a current issue
of a popular magazine, says:

“There is but one critic in New
York whom the bulk of actors think

really competent in his opinion of
plays and actors. When this man
chooses to write seriously he general¬
ly knows what he is talking about
and has a broad and catholic sense of
the function of the critic. Unfor¬

tunately, he is paid as much to be a
humorist as to be a critic.

It is indeed more necessary today for

a dramatic critic to be a witty and bril¬
liant writer than for him to know any¬
thing whatever about acting or the drama.

In fact, most dailies do not desire clever
and honest reviews to appear in their
pages, because theatrical magnates, for
obvious reasons, do not smile upon such;
and were they to become displeased the
advertising columns would be consider¬
ably lessened.

In one act of The Fourth Estate there
is a scene between the Night Editor and
Managing Editor of the newspaper.

They are discussing a certain reporter
who has been guilty of a grievous fault.
The Night Editor is for discharging him.
“You can’t do that,” objects the other,
“he has a pull.” What shall I do with
him, then ?” exclaims the first. “I’ve tried
him at baseball, at the water-front, etc.,
etc., and he’s proved a rank failure every
time.” The Managing Editor thinks a
while, then says: “Make him dramatic
critic.”

We alluded above to the sorry plight
that authors and actors alike are in today.
Mr. Matthew Arnold would say that the
duty is incumbent on the dramatic critics
to lead them out of the wilderness and
beckon them toward the land of promise.

We see this taking place today—but
it’s a mirage.

In our hurried review of the plays
which have appeared at the local theaters
during the last month, we purposely
omitted “Arsene Lupin” and “The Third
Degree” as being above the class therein
mentioned. The first of these came from
Paris and was intended by the author to
be a satire on the detective force of the
French metropolis. The enterprising
producers have tried to make of it a
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“thriller,” of the “Raffles” and “Sherlock
Holmes” type, with the result that it
presents a strange mixture of stirring
situations and irrelevant dialogue. “The
Third Degree” is a forceful exposition of
the inhuman practices of metropolitan
police, departments. Wr. Charles Klein,
its author, belongs to that modern school
of dramatists who endeavor to eradicate
social evils by exhibiting them literally
upon the stage. Such plays obtain tem¬
porary notoriety, but they are not at all
likely to survive their authors.

Rehearsals in preparation for “Tele¬
machus” are now going on, and although
the first performance will not take place
until after the Christmas holidays, the
progress up to date is entirely satisfac¬
tory and augurs well for the ultimate
success of the production. The char¬
acter of the play is such as to require

considerable preliminary and individual
training before the general rehearsals
begin, and these private sessions have
consequently been engaging the actors
during the past month. General rehear¬
sals have not as yet been called for, but
will begin in full earnest about the last
of November.

To avoid any possible misunderstand¬
ing in the matter, it should be remem¬
bered that the Telemachus who gives
the name to the play is not the son of
the ancient and wily Ulysses—not the
hero of Fenelonas “Telemaque,” but a
modern and more fiery youth who is
seen first in Milan and later in Rome
as the last victim of the Coliseum. . The
career of this Telemachus resembles

closely that of Marcus, the noble prefect
of Rome in “The Sign of the Cross.”
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COLLEGE
CHATTERING

Louis F. Haggerty, ’12.

As we set forth in our previous spasm,

personal mention of ourselves is extreme¬
ly obnoxious to our sensitive and delicate
spirit and is a vice wholly alien to our
modest and shrinking nature; yet, we
cannot refrain from handing to our be¬
loved and expectant readers a small few
of the many wreaths and bouquets that
were thrust upon our blusjhing brow.
As a writer, we guess we’re sort of class.
’Twas only a short while ago that our
highly respected editor—Bob’s friend,
you know—took us apart from the mot-
lev gang and poured into our praise-
thirsty ears the joy-bearing message that
“really, Louis, what you wrote for The
Journal last month was not bad, con¬

sidering that it was the first time, you

know. Then again the Faculty-Director
filled our cup of joy to the brim and
raised our drooping spirits to the jour¬
nalistic skies with the well-chosen words

that “Really, old Top, your column
COULD be made funny.” (He didn’t
say “Old Top” but we put this in just
to be funny. Chorus, Oh, you devil,
devil. But to cap the climax (get that),
a certain young lady of our proud ac¬

quaintance murmured gently to us how
very much she had enjoyed our classy
dope; that is, we mean our classic con¬
tribution to the field of English Letters.
Thus she spoke, “You know, Mr. Hag¬
gerty, I read what you wrote to the
other girls and none of them thought it
the least bit funny, except myself. I
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just howled with glee over it; but then,
you see, I knew who ihad written it.”
Oh, I guess we’re sort of rotten. And
the chorus, tripping on gaily from the
left, echoed gently, “We guess you are.”

Another reason why we talk so much
about ourselves lies in the fact that we

are about the only person we know whom
we can knock with impunity; maybe that
impunity is bad. But as we were say¬

ing, all the large and leading huskies of
our beloved College have promised sin¬
gularly, collectively, universally and dis-
tributively to beat us Up if we say a
word about them that they don’t like.
Moreover, as the Faculty have been de¬
clared exempt from the sting of our

biting and vitriolic pen so once again are
we deprived of a fruitful source of n. h.
(near humor). Then again, our Editor
has given us permission to knock anyone
in the place except himself, so him also
will we leave severely alone. We be¬
lieve in the freedom of the press all right,
but when we depend on this lucrative job
for our bread and butter, we are not tak¬
ing any risks knocking John.

Our Oarsy sent a ray of sunshine into
our life by casually remarking that if
we ever spoke about that wall episode,
we had better put in an order for a nice
comfortable wooden kimona. So there
is no one left to talk about except us.
And us gets tired of being talked about,
believe us. Oh, a poet’s life is not a

happy one but we would bet a large and
lucious bill that it hasn’t got a thing on
ours. It really is not hard for us to be
funny, not in the least; it’s impossible. So
gentle reader, if ever you see us flying
through the air, hurling through the at¬

mosphere or landing on our editorial ear
in the quad, spare us and give us a

lifting foot for we were not always thus.
We have known better days.

One of our amature policemen, en¬
rolled to patrol the football field, got into
the limelight recently through a feat of
valor, a deed of dare-devil recklessness,
the like of which has never been per¬

petrated within the historic walls of
Georgetown. It seems that strict orders
had been given to clear the gridiron of
everyone; yea, even of the guests of our
winter resort. In spite of this strict in¬
junction, a suspicious character of dan¬
gerous mien and foreboding appearance,
of some twelve years in age, persisted
in standing on the wall and watching
the practice from there. Us. and the
hero of this episode wandered over and
tried to drive the youth from his awful
position. When persuasion failed, our

companion in arms brought into play
all the giant strength that has made him
famous. With a mighty heave, he pulled
the boy from the wall by the foot and
the latter, that is, the boy and not the
foot, hit the ground, strange to say, and
broke his wrist. The Montana assassin
was dazed for a short while, but the
kid was around the next day, as well as
ever. Yet even to this day, a rosy blush
suffuses the cheeks of our young Loch-
invar from out the West when anyone
murmurs, “Flo, fellows, pull him off the
wall.”

We expect sudden death for writing
the above for he promised it to us. But

(Continued on page vii.)
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William E. Leahy, ’12.

Readers of The; Journal, admirers as
well as old alumni of the College and
University, will be pleased to read the
following class list of lawmen in George¬
town, the enrollment being brought up
to date.

Total number attending law in all
classes 720

First Year 323
Second Year 193
Third Year 162
Fourth Year 34
Lecture Students 5
Patent Law Specials. . . 3

Both the Junior and Senior classes
have effected their permanent organiza¬
tions for the year. The Freshmen, as

yet, under the disadvantage of being
strangers to school and to each other,
have done nothing in the line of election
to class office, rather waiting the more
favorable time when acquaintances shall
have ripened and opportunity to put to
test the men who aspire to lead in the
abilities the several offices demand.

Among the Juniors and Seniors the
healthy rivalry created excitement, to be
sure, but no ill will, and every can-
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dictate went into office with his entire
class behind him, glad to see him in, and
ready to work with him for the good of
all. The results of the elections for 1911
and 1912 are:

1911.
President, Thomas T. Fitzgerald, New

York, N. Y.
First Vice-President, Richard D. Dan¬

iels, Northhampton, Mass.
Second Vice-President, Samuel O.

Hargis, St. Louis, Mo.
Secretary, Michael A. Rattigan, Provi¬

dence, R. I.
Treasurer, Robert J. Curran, Lewiston,

Maine.

Sergeant-at-Arms, Albert W. Free¬
man, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

1912.
President, William C. Holmes, Nash¬

ville, Tenn.
Vice-President, Thomas F. Sullivan,

Boston, Mass.
Secretary, William F. Callander, Chi¬

cago, Ill.
Treasurer, John W. Alicoate, Wash¬

ington, D. C.
Sergeant-at-Arms, John R. Dillon,

Washington, D. C.
Historian, Jesse C. Fain, Neely, Miss.

That was a real nugget handed to Pro¬
fessor Plamilton the other night, that
vested contingent remainder.

The debating societies have manifested
renewed vigor this year, both in the
effective organization so quickly obtained
and the healthy membership that is
shown by its presence in the room of

debate more than on the roll beneath
the constitution. The Junior Society es¬

pecially is doing excellent work , new con¬
stitutions having been printed and dis¬
tributed to all members, four meetings
having been called and attendance at each
meeting large and enthusiastic. Up to
date the society has seen fit to go on
record as favoring woman’s suffrage, re-
sriction of immigration, a federal income
tax and capital punishment, though out
of justice to all to see it must be said that
the vote was close on the suffrage ques¬
tion and partisan in the extreme. Fol¬
lowing is the list of officers:

President, Thomas R. Clark, Washing¬
ton, D. C.

Vice,-President, Rupert L. Maloney,
Antwerp, N. Y.

Secretary, *William F. Callander, Chi¬
cago, Ill.

Treasurer, Morrill Sanger, Washing¬
ton, D. C.

Sergeant-at-Arms, Jesse C. Fain,
Neely, Miss.

*William F. Callendar resigned and
Jacob Watskey, Richmond, Va., was
elected to fill vacancy caused thereby.

Reddington maintains that no vendor
of pennants, pins, posters, pillows, seals,
etc., ad infinitum offers a higher class
of goods to the Georgetown public (at
such low prices), as he. Mac says he
used to buy just as good and cheaper in
Worcester. What’s the use, they’re both
good fellows! Let’s pass on, its time
for class anyway.

1912 has its committee in the field,
working up its Smoker.
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Enthusiasm runs high for Georgetown
and her foot ball team this year. Two
mass meetings have already been called
in the main hall, and not even standing
room was: left in the rush to attend.

Songs were sung, cheers rehearsed,
speeches made and enthusiasm created,
we hope for a second victory, sweeter
than that over Carolina. The first meet¬

ing was called and opened by President
Fitzgerald of 1911, who gave a short but
stirring speech and then gave the meet¬
ing over to the cheer leader and the cap¬
tain, both of whom had come down from
the College to see how things were and
how they hoped they would be. 12 to
o in favor of Georgetown was the result.
Prof. O’Donoghue called and opened the
second, the annual pre-Virginia mass

meeting of the law school. No man can
get together so much money in such a
little space of time as the same above-
mentioned professor. Collection was
taken for a band—but that ill-describes
the mental condition of the meeting at
this time. Prof. O’Donoghue could have
engaged the entire Boston Symphony had
he so desired; but the band was the pur¬

pose of the meeting and after its en¬

gagement was insured by the willing con¬
tributors, songs were sung, veils yelled
and the meeting adjourned until the fol¬

lowing Saturday and then to Georgetown
Field.

1913 held its first Smoker at The Ar¬
lington Hotel on Saturday night, Novem¬
ber 5. A large attendance guaranteed
the good time enjoyed.

The new building still progresses, with
that conservative kind of progress which
still permits the staging, backs and til¬
ing to remain in eodem statu quo as at
our last issue. Nobody really expected
that Secretary Watkins would announce
the date of ultimate completion till after
the elections, for, as he says, it is still
in grernio deorum. That date has been
demised so often and has always man¬
ifested a capacity to open up to let in
after-born contingencies, that one is at
a loss to know whether it is a real date
or not. If real, no further announce¬
ment of it will be made till the actual

thing is executed and delivered by proper
deed, signed and sealed, to The; Jour¬
nal. We rejoice to see no retrogression
anyway, and work still goes on.

The Senior Debating Society at its
annual term election honored Mr. S.
Edward Beach, of Alexandria, Va., with
the presidency.
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Herbert F. Wright, Ti.

The efforts of our business manager
with regard to increasing the Alumni
Business Directory have been enthusi¬
astically and generously aided by the ma¬

jority of the “Old Boys,” to whom re¬

quests were made. The general tone of
the answers to the letters sent out may
be judged by the following, selected at
random. An A. B., of 1883, writes: “I
am very glad to contribute to the success
of The Journal, on whose editorial staff
I had the honor to serve in 1882, and I
will be pleased to have you send me The
Journal. Wishing you success and
prosperity, etc.” Another “Old Boy”
says: “I have a warm spot in my heart
for ‘Old Georgetown’ and wish her every
success possible.” And still another
writes, speaking perhaps a little more to
the point: “I certainly wish you success
with The Journal and I trust the alumni
will respond cheerfully and (the capitals
are his, not ours) QUICKLY.” With
few, if any, exceptions the answers run
like the above and it only goes to show
that the Georgetown “spirit” is still alive
among the “Old Boys.”

Joseph A. Dial, LL. B., ’06, former
County Attorney of Hopkins County,
Texas, has moved from Sulphur Springs,
Texas, to Muskogee, Oklahoma, where
he has located permanently.

It seems as though the majority of last
year’s graduates of the College intend to
make law their profession. In the first
year class, at Columbia University Law
School, New York City, are Edward
Carr and Frank Carlin. J. B. E. La
Plante, A. B., ’09, is also at this institu¬
tion in the second year class. New York
University claims as its law students Dan
Murray, who is working for the New
York Edison Electric Light Company,
and Vincent Lynch, A. B., ’09. Roscoe
Ridgway and Arthur Devlin have entered
Georgetown’s Law School. Joe Mc¬
Nulty is studying law at Loyola Uni¬
versity and is also working for his
father's firm. Tom Stuart, II, has en¬

tered on a banking career. Ed Mil¬
ler says that he has entered his father’s
bank (the German American Bank, we

believe), and is “now being initiated into
the intricate manipulating of finances. I
certainly find banking quite to my liking,
and you can be sure I am a Willing
pupil.’ I guess I am out of athletics
for ‘good and all’ now. But still, I have
not forgotten the time spent on the ‘Old
Georgetown’ field.” John Lyon is tak¬
ing a course in chemistry, at Cornell,
while Dan McCann has entered the
Columbia University Medical School.
John Murray is now employed in the
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S'tickley Brothers Furniture Factory,
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Ed Dilkes
says he has finally decided to equip him¬
self for a mechanical engineer. Mean¬
while he is working with his father’s firm.
Ray Mawhinney has been enjoying motor
trips in his Stanley steamer in different
parts of Maryland, Pennsylvania, Del¬
aware, New Jersey and Virginia. He
expects to settle down soon in the prac¬
tice of patent law. We have been unable
to learn of the plans of Conde Fallen and
Billy Byrne, but we have been informed
that the latter was on hand for the Pitts¬

burg game.

Howard Smith, A. B., ’08, has been
graduated from the University of Buffalo
and is now practicing law with one of
the most influential law firms of Buffalo.

Sam Simon, A. B., ’06, LL. B., ’09,
we believe, has given up the idea of prac¬

ticing law, and “for the past few months,”
according to one of our correspondents,
“has been assisting his father in pro¬
ducing our ‘National Beverage.’ ”

It does not take long for a man to
show the “stuff” he is made of. Rev.

Joseph A. Pilon, A. M., ’06, pastor at
Winter, Wisconsin, for the past year,
was instrumental in bringing about the
surrender recently of one John Dietz, the
outlaw head of a family living near Win¬
ter. Father Pilon used his best efforts
to induce Dietz to surrender without a

fight. He was the only one whom Dietz
would trust to approach the cabin. What
makes the case all the more striking is
the fact that Dietz himself was not only

not a Catholic, but even a Freemason in
good standing. In this manner the lives
of the members of the posse, several of
whom were Catholics, were protected and
put out of danger by the heroic bravery
and diplomacy of a Catholic priest.

George C. Dutcher, LL. B., '08, famous
as a gridiron star, is (to use a somewhat
paradoxical expression) “keeping his hand
in” by coaching the football squad of the
Marquette University Academy this sea¬
son.

A decided stand has. been taken by
Lawrence O. Murray, LL. M., ’95, Comp¬
troller of the Currency, with regard to
weak national banks. He has issued a

report showing that in the year ending
October 1, 1910, 113 national banking
institutions went to the wall, and he has
declared that every national bank whose
directors refuse to place it on a firm basis
will be refused the sanction and aid of the

Treasury.

As announced widely throughout the
country in advance, the first National
Conference of Catholic Charities met at

the Catholic University, this city, Sep¬
tember 25 to 28. The success of the
meeting exceeded the greatest expecta¬
tions of even its most enthusiastic advo¬
cates. Approximately 450 delegates were
in attendance. A very large number of
men and women were represented and
permanent organization was effected.
Among the officers elected for the com¬
ing year were two Georgetown men:
Treasurer, Hon. Wm. H. DeLacy, LL.
B., ’83, LL. M., ’84, Judge of the Juvenile
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Court in this city, and Vice-President,
Hon. Charles A. DeCourcy, A. B., ’78,
A. M., ’89, LL. D., ’04, Justice of the
Massachusetts Superior Court.

The new executive committee of the
St. Louis University Alumni Association
has for its corresponding- secretary Al¬
phonse E. Ganahl, A. M., ’07.

The following telegram received by
our football captain just before the game
with the University of Pittsburg is in¬
dicative of the loyalty and devotion to
Georgetown of a former President of
the Yard and “Old Boys’ ” Editor, and a

graduate of 1906:
Best wishes for success of team against

Pittsburg, and especially wish you suc¬
cess against Virginia, the victory over
whom I hope to be present to see you
achieve, and the celebration of the vic¬
tory over whom I hope to take part in.
Good luck to you.

Alston Cockrell.

The Marquette University Journal for
October contains a very interesting letter
to the editor on “Old Time Dramatics”
at that institution, written by Philip A.
Grau, A. M., ’01, LL. B., ’03, LL. M.,
’04, who, we believe, received his A. B.
from Marquette University.

M. L. Igoe, LL. B., ’08, noted for his
debating ability when at the Law School,
is now enjoying a successful practice in
Chicago, his home. He is located in the
Title and Trust Building.

We have received a neat ten-page bro¬
chure containing a paper on “Medical

Morristown, 1870 to 1907,” read before
the Morristown Medical Club by Fred¬
erick Wooster Owen, M. D., ’67. One
of the members of the Club commenting
on it said: “The Doctor is to be con¬

gratulated on his paper. It’s a good one,
as are all his productions.”

Robert J. Kennedy, LL. B., ’06, is
now located in Baltimore with the Bal¬
timore Audit Company in the Calvert
Building. He made an excellent record
in both Georgetown and the Catholic Uni¬
versity. In the same building, another
Georgetown boy, Isaac S. George,. A. M.,
’04, LL. B., ’06, LL. M., ’07, is also lo¬
cated. He is practicing law with great
success.

The news has just been received by us
of the ordination to the priesthood of
Francis Keenan, ex-’o7, one of the leaders
of his class while at Georgetown and by
no means a nonentity in athletics. The
ceremony took place in Rome on the 24th
of September, 1910.

Judge DeLacy has resigned as pres¬
ident of the Catholic Home Bureau for

Dependent Children of this city, but at
the meeting of the Board of Directors,
another Georgetown “Old Boy,” Joseph
D. Sullivan, A. B., ’97, LL. B., ’99, LL.
M., 1900, was elected to succeed him. At
the same meeting, Dr. William F. Hem-
ler, M. D., ’04, was appointed as ad¬
ditional member of the executive com¬

mittee. Since its organization, nearly a
year ago, the Home Bureau has been ac¬

tively engaged in finding homes for de¬
pendent children of the Catholic faith.
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Herbert Munhall, A. B., ’09, according
to report seems to be enjoying great suc¬
cess as the sole agent for western Penn¬
sylvania of the Interstate automobile and
another machine of less note.

At the annual meeting of the American
Clan Gregor held in this city recently,
Caleb Clarke Magruder, A. B., ’58, A.
M., ’61, was elected ranking deputy
chieftain; Alexander Muncaster, LL. B.,
’91, LL. M., ’92, chancellor; Dr. Stewart
Brown Muncaster, M. D., ’85, surgeon,
and Caleb Clarke Magruder, Jr., LL. B.,
’97, historian.

According to the Albany Argus, one of
the best addresses delivered at the Lake
Mohonk Conference of Friends of the
Indians and Other Dependent People,
was the speech of Hon. James F. Tracey,
A. B., ’74, LL. D., To, who spoke on
some of the phases of the Philippine sit¬
uation and in particular on the work of
the Philippine constabulary toward estab¬
lishing self-government. Judge Tracey
is fully conversant with the situation,
since several years ago he was a mem¬
ber of the Philippine Supreme Court,
The Argus contains a part of the address,
which we may suppose will appear in full

in the proceedings of the Conference to
be published in the near future.

Paul Golden, A. B., ’09, is connected
with a big lumber concern in Scranton.
Joe Boland, of the same class, entered the
University of Pennsylvania this year.

A book which has entered the literary
field well heralded is “Melchior of Bos¬

ton,” said to be “the most powerful story
in many a year,” written by Mr. Michael
Earls, S. J., A. M., ’97. It. is the history
of a family in which the father is a
Protestant and the wife and children are

Catholics. The mixed marriage even
under the best conditions is shown to be
a cause of family discord and unhappi¬
ness.

To those who knew the late Sister Rita,
any tribute to her memory would be
acceptable as the reward of true merit.
But such an appreciation of Sister Rita’s
worth as is contained in the St. Mary’s
Chimes for October will be thrice wel¬

come, coming as it does from the poetical
pen of Maurice Francis Egan, LL. D.,
’89. And so for the benefit of those of
her friends who have not had the oppor¬

tunity of reading these two sonnets, we

reprint them here.
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A SYMBOL FOR SISTER RITA

I

In that sweet measure which she loved so well,
Beloved of Dante, too, and Sidney, he
Who made it English, loosening Petrach’s free

Yet studied music,—I shall try to tell
Of her great quality;—Oh, have no knell

In her clear bells of anniversary,
Let all be rose and white,—laetare !—she

Is joyous in the House where she shall dwell:

Her quality was joy, and joy in Love
Of all that turned to God,—Love, joy are one

In hearts like hers; what symbol shows her best ?
Snow on the mountains, tinted from above,

A lily bending to the Lordly Sun,
A little lake where God’s fair swans found rest?

II

How poor are words! Her music might express
To those who saw in her the deathless gleam,
A soft-breathed song upon a hymnal theme,

Or solemn hymn with lyric tenderness?
How weak are words that can not bear the stress

Of sorrow or of joy, but, fading, seem
As evening mist or stars seen in a stream,

That every ripple makes grow less and less:

Ah, she was like the perfect poem she knew
By heart as of the masters,—seven times,

And seven, mystic,—ardent, true and fine,
Of music compact; thus her pure life grew

God’s sonnet in completeness, and the chimes
Of joy and duty beat in every line!
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The last year’s graduates of the Med¬
ical School have had no difficulty in ob¬
taining hospital appointments. Drs. Car-
roll, Bruder and Babendrier are now in¬
terns in St. Francis Hospital, Jersey City.
The latter was stationed for awhile at

the Washington Asylum, this city. Drs.
Duffy, Moser, Ferris, and Sutton are on

duty at Georgetown University Hospital.
Dr. LeComte is at Providence Hospital,
this city, and Dr. Espinosa at Garfield
Memorial Hospital. Dr. Ortiz, although
lie secured an appointment to Providence
Hospital, has returned to Mexico to prac¬
tice.

The principal address at the unveiling
of the monument to Father Corby, C. S.
C., which took place on the Gettysburg
battlefield on October 29, was made by
Father Lyons, S. J., at present president
of St. Joseph’s College, Philadelphia, and
a former prefect of discipline here at
Georgetown.

Father Hagan, S. J., Director of the
Vatican Observatory, read a paper on “A
New Proof of the Rotation of the Earth”
at the recent annual meeting of the As-
tronomische Gesellschaft held in Breslau.
Before his call to Rome, Father Hagan
was director of Georgetown’s observatory.

Thomas Walsh, ’92, contributes an ar¬
ticle to the Ave Maria of October 29 en¬
titled “The Truth about Don Juan” in
which he describes the entrance into lit¬
erature of the old Don Juan legend, which
Bernard Shaw has made liberal use of
in his “Man and Superman,” and the
life and conversion from evil of the real

Don Juan, a noble of Seville called
Miguel Manara Vicentelo de. Leca.

At the dedication of the new chapel
at Mt. St. Afary’s College, Emmitsburg,
Alary land, the dignity of domestic prelate
of the Papal household was conferred
upon the Very Rev. Dr. Dennis J. Flynn,
LL. D., '06, president of that college.
His Eminence, Cardinal Gibbons, made
the announcement and congratulated
Mgr. Flynn on the well-merited honor
conferred on him by the Holy Father.

In the Maysville (Ky.) Public Ledger
about the middle of October there ap¬

peared a letter to the editor entitled
“Going Up!” which was written by Dr
A. G. Browning, M. D., ’60. We sub¬
join it in full, but with the correction of
the title, which should have been
“Aviation.”

The ancient American of it was going
up in a balloon. But there’s “nothing in
a name,” and 'tis said a rose smells as

sweet by any other. Only this : if having
any horse sense, don’t go ballooning after
scents of roses. I’ve been there: nothing
in it.

It wasn't with Jules Verne in his “Five
Weeks in a Balloon.” ’Twas with Pro¬
fessor Godard, and1 five hours was quite
enough. If our heavenly home, indeed,
lies in that direction, the shipping clerk
was off balance; I was surely in other
places while it lasted.

Professor Godard, a skilled aeronaut
from Paris, France, was making daily
ascents from Washington City. ’Twas
his custom to have some one, so inclined,
join him. I didn’t then know just what
impelled me; later I had some vague im-
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pressions, so it was I found myself beside
him in his “touring car,” and the world
and the fullness thereof dropping out be¬
neath us. That’s just the sensation; you
don’t go up, the earth goes down, there’s
nothing above—there’s less below.
Though a Roosevelt, and weighing a
ton, you are decimated in the matchless
ether.

Coming to my senses, if any, my first
impression was of Dante’s Inferno, or the
real thing. Scant comfort to know that
instead we were a thousand feet in the
air. The naked fact was, we were
central to a thunder cloud, the lightning
doing stunts only known to fiction.

To me ’twas a long, seemingly endless
voyage. Incidents, there were none, save

expert dodging of the electric freaks and
mental kicks for my folly.

The end of it all was in an apple
orchard, just fifty yards from Chesapeake
Bay and twice as many miles from my
home in Washington.

I footed it to the nearest depot, leaving
the illustrious aeronaut to the solution of
his own problem.

Going up in a balloon has attractions,
a matter of taste. However, mine is
satisfied. But, at very best, it’s tame
compared with a twenty-five-mile ride on
a cow-catcher. But that's a different

story.

The following letter to the Detroit
News-Tribune of Sunday, October 23,
shows that the Catholic spirit fostered at
Georgetown many years ago has been
developed and put into practical use by
one of Georgetown’s oldest graduates,
Cornelius J. O’Flynn, A. B., ’58.

To the Editor: Last Sunday, the pas¬

tor of the Woodward Avenue Baptist
church told his flock that “Mariolatry has
come to be a formidable rival of

Christianity.” The.theme of his sermon
was “Should We Worship the Virgin
Mary ?” Let me attempt to answer his
question. It implies that Catholics pay
the same honor to Mary as they pay to
God. The attitude of Pastor Fikes is
inexcusable. Any Catholic little girl
familiar with only the rudiments of her
faith would tell him that he is guilty of
the grossest slander. Mary does not re¬
ceive from Catholics the honor that be¬

longs to God alone. She does receive,
however, the greatest honor that can be
given to the most sublime of God's
creatures. For showing her this honor
Catholics have the best of reasons.

She it was of whom God spoke when
he promised our first parents that the
seed of a daughter of Eve would crush
the head of the serpent which had de¬
ceived her and regenerate them and their
posterity.

She was conceived without sin, as be¬
fitted her lofty destiny, which has been
believed from the days of the apostles,
and which is now a dogma of the Catholic
church.

An angel was sent to her from God
with the salutation, “Hail full of grace,
the Lord is with thee, blessed art thou

among women.” The visit of the angel
and his wonderful announcement made
her tremble with fear. “Fear not,

Mary,” said he, “for thou hast found
grace with God. Behold thou shalt con¬
ceive in thy womb, and shalt bring forth
a son and thou shalt call his name Jesus.
He shall be great, and shall be called the
son of the most high.” When she said
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to the angel, “How shall this be done,
because I know not man ?” This was Inis
answer: “The Holy Ghost shall come

upon thee, and the power of the Most
High shall overshadow thee, arid there¬
fore, also the Holy Child which shall be
born of thee shall be called the Son of
God.” The following Christmas at
Bethlehem the Son of God was born.

. Has woman ever been honored as Mary
was ?

From the birth of Jesus until he closed
his eyes in death on Calvary he was her

^obedient, dutiful and loving son. At her
request lie wrought his first miracle at
the wedding feast at Cana. His last
wools on the cross were his injunction to
John, the best loved of his disciples, to be
a son to her in his place, which injunction
John obeyed by caring for her until her
death.

Of the billions who have come and

gone since the world began, who has
been her peer? Should, therefore, her
admirers and loving devotees be sneered
at as “Mariolaters ?” I pity the man who
does not appreciate her or attempts to be¬
little her. I hope Brother Fikes will
pardon me if I accuse him of having
preached a purely sensational sermon in¬
tended to arouse interest in his preaching.
Dean Swift once said to some of his
clerical friends that when they wished
to fill the empty pews of their churches
to “pitch into the pope.” Was Brother
Fikes following the Dean’s advice?

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. English, who
were recently married, have just returned
from a trip to Europe and are now resid¬
ing at 538 West 8th Street, Erie, Penn¬

sylvania. The bride, who was Miss

Mary O’Brien, attended the Visitation
Convent. The bridegroom received his
LL. B. at the Law School in 1905 and
his LL. M. two years later.

A very popular young fellow known as
“Buck” Ewing, who was here about ’98
or ’99, was married to Miss Clara Fleit-
mann, daughter of Mrs. Ewald Fleit-
mann, at the latter’s home on November
3. James G. Blaine Ewing is the brother
of John and Charles Ewing, who were
also students here. Charles was his
brother’s best man.

Dr. John A. Foote, who was a gen¬
erous contributor to the Journal in his
college days, was married in October to
Miss Lois Dyer, of Washington. Joseph
Foote, of Scranton, brother of the bride¬
groom, acted as best man. Mrs. Foote,
mother of the gridegroom, Miss Kathe-
erine Foote, his sister, and three brothers,
Richard Foote, Joseph Foote, and a
younger brother, all of Scranton, Pa.,
were present at the wedding. After a
Northern bridal trip Dr. and Mrs. Foote
will reside at 1732 Twentieth street,
Washington. ,

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
CLUB OF NEW ENGLAND.

“Old Boy,” Editor:
To write an interesting “Old Boy”

letter is surely an art which my parents
forgot to give me at birth and I have
since been unable to acquire, but I take
it that you are looking for real news, so
here goes without frill or furbelow.

Just now while the political pot is boil¬
ing the men in politics are naturally a
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little more prominent. In Massachusetts,
on the democratic side, Charles J. Martell,
LL. B. ’99 has been nominated for Secre¬
tary of State and is doing very effective
work on the stump and in organization.

Hon. William G. McKechsie, A. B. ’90,
one of the leading lawyers in the western
part of our State, is running for Congress
and is putting up an apparently winning
fight against tremendous odds in a strong
Republican district. His whirlwind elo¬
quence is “Town Talk.”

John H. O’Brien, A. B. ’04, now a
prosperous lawyer in Clinton and chair¬
man of the local school committee, is
stumping in the interest of the Demo¬
cratic nominees.

On the Republican side, William A.
Murphy, P. G. ’95, the private Secretary
of the present Governor, is catching the
crowds with his unusual brand of wit.

Hon. Charles A. DeCourcey, A. B. ’78,
probably the best known of Georgetown
men in Massachusetts, was earnestly
sought as the Democratic candidate for
governor, but would not consent to allow
the use of his name for that purpose.

Joseph H. Lawler, A. B., ’05, of Hart¬
ford, Connecticut, winner of the Merrick
Medal, is much in demand as a stump
orator in the “Nutmeg State.”

Hon. Benedict E. Maher, ’97, is Judge
of the Municipal Court in Augusta,
Maine, and I believe, is the first Catholic
Judge in that State. “Hairy Jack,” as
he was known at College, comes to Bos¬
ton for our annual dinner and on various
other occasions when his appearance in
town is a signal for the gathering of the
clans for a festive hour at the Club and
a visit to the show.

“Joe” McLaughlin, A. B. ’08, and Joe

()’Neil are planning to be present at the
Virginia game.

Gus Linehan, Frank Hayes and Joe
Lawler, of Connecticut, expect to join
this bunch of Royal Rooters—“Nuf Ced.”

Jack Barrymore, in residence during
the late 90’s, is in town starring in “The
Fortune Hunter.” A big party of the
“Old Boys” attended the other night and
after the show enjoyed an old time
Georgetown supper. Barrymore is mak¬
ing a great hit and those who knew him
in College agree that he is simply it.

John Quinn, of Worcester, in residence
’99-1900 and quarterback of one of our

great football teams, was here recently
in the “Aviator" under the stage name of
John Deveraux.

George Mullally, A. B. '03, was in
Boston all last season in the “Man from
Home.”

Matthew Mahoney, A. B. ’06, of foot¬
ball and baseball renown and Leon Mar¬

tell, M. D., also prominent in Georgetown
athletics, are both practising medicine and
have received special notice from some
of our large hospitals because of their
excellent work.

James P. B. Duffy, A. B. 1900, of
Rochester, N. Y., former president of the
Yard and member of the crew, was in
town recently for a wedding. He is
practising law and was until recently a
member of the school committee in his
native city.

Among those who have recently for¬
saken single blessedness for connubial
bliss are Clifton F. Woods, A. B. ’08; B.
A. Brickley LL. B., ’04; Williams Owens
and John Connolly, A. B. '04, of Lynn,
Mass., otherwise known as “Nick” and-'
“Ipse.”
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There is a rumor here in Boston that
Harvard might possibly consider a race
with the Georgetown crew on the Poto¬
mac this coming spring. I do not know
whether there is any foundation for it
but would suggest that the crew manage¬
ment look into the matter.

Now for a kick, a little one, but I
mean it strenuously. We all New Eng¬
landers feel that a mistake was made in

abandoning the northern trip of the base¬
ball team. It served to greatly stimu¬
late the interest of the “Old Boys,” and on
the occasion of the Holy Cross game we
always presented a strong front. It is
very difficult to keep the interest of the
members of our Georgetown Club from
lagging when the annual dinner is our
only excuse for a gathering, and we all
hope that we can have a chance to root
for the team sometime in the near future.
I need hardly suggest that the trip always
meant a great deal for the reputation of
the College and was the best possible ad¬
vertisement.

I trust that the faculty will consider
this matter seriously and permit again
the northern trip that need not be so long
or exhaustive.

Why not send up a team for the indoor
athletic meets in Boston. Give us Smith
for the hurdles.

I hope the foregoing fragments will be
of interest.

Sincerely yours,
Clarence E. Fitzpatrick.

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
CLUB OF PITTSBURG, PA.

“Old Boy,” Editor:—
You ask me to act in the role of corres¬

pondent for your Journal, and I must
warn you that in this line I can make no

pretensions whatever. However, if I
can help you along by any poor effort on
my part I will do so, but I will limit
myself merely to relating what little
“dope” I can get hold of. You have
asked me concerning some of the old
Georgetown boys. In this connection, and
sieving that it is your first request of this
sort, of course, I will have news concern¬

ing almost everyone of the members of
our club. However, this month I shall
limit myself to some few of them.

Charles J. Magee, ex ’05, is now busily
engaged campaigning in the interest of
municipal improvements which his
brother, Hon. William A. Magee, Mayor
of Pittsburg, is advocating.

Earl J. Mohn, Law ’10, is now asso¬
ciated with the law firm of Dalzell, Fisher
& Hawkins. Congressman John Dalzell
is the head of this firm.

D. S. Roberts, who read law at George¬
town along about 1903 or 1904, is agent
of the Kansas City Southern Railway in
this city, with offices in the Oliver Build¬
ing. I am enclosing you an account of
a banquet to be given by the Traffic Club
of which Dan is one of the governors.
This is one of the most important and
representative banquets which are held
annually in Pittsburg.

Johnny Dugan, you all remember
“Jawn” of baseball fame, seems to be the
logical candidate for District Attorney in
Fayette County, Pa.

H. C. Evert, Law ’78, one of George¬
town’s finest, is president of the Tariff
Club of Pittsburg, and extended the hos¬
pitality of the club to the Georgetown
boys after the football game.
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Don Carlos Ellis, A. B. ’05, for the
last two weeks has been lecturing at the
Pittsburg Land Show, representing the
government in the interests of Forest
Preservation.

Paul J. Head, of Greensburg, Pa., is
now established in the practice of law in
that city, and is located in the Barclay
Building. At the Georgetown-Pittsburg
game hereon November 12th, Paul enter¬
tained a large box party.

The local Georgetown Club during the
latter part of October had as its guests
the football squad on the occasion of their
game with the University of Pittsburg.
While we all hoped for victory, which we
didn’t get, still everybody was delighted
with the showing of the team, and were
materially consoled when a week later

Pitt rolled up a score of 71 points against
a team which outweighed our boys. Just
to show what we think of them, we are

going to procure a private car and go
down and help whoop it up at the Vir¬
ginia game. So Brother Dick, get ready
for a big rush.

Plans are now being put forward to
duplicate the success of Georgetown’s
annual ball in this city. Although last
year was our first gathering, we easily
overshadowed any other collegiate affair
which was ever held in Pittsburg.

Sunday afternoon, October 23, Miss
Dorothy Frauenheim entertained at a re¬
ception and tea for the football team. Of
course, “Eddie” welcomed everyone.

Yours truly,
J. Linus Moran.
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Games of Past Generations of Georgetown
Students

Robin Ruff, ’6o.

From the Journal sanctum has come
to Robin Ruff a request to embody in
these reminiscences some account of
athletics as they existed in the years of
which his memory runs. The request
finds Robin entirely willing to comply,
but places him in a plight akin to that in
which another scribe once found himself
when he received as subject of a paper
to write, “The Snakes in Ireland.’’ Facts
compelled him to open the essay with the
statement, “There are no snakes in Ire¬
land.” Of athletics, as understood today,
in the decade of fifty neither Georgetown
nor any other educational institution
knew anything or possessed aught. On
the small boys’ side a game variously
dubbed “Tomball” or “Rounders” was

occasionally played. A soft rubber ball
was used, bases being as in the present
baseball. If the ball when struck was

not immediately caught the batsman
could start on his round of the bases,
scoring as today on his reaching home.
A feature of the game was for one of
the opposing side to “sock” the runner or
throw the ball between him and the
nearest base. In this case, as in the
catching of the ball, the runner was “out.”

The only game deemed not beneath the
dignity of the large boy was handball, for
the playing of which two or three brick
alleys stood on the campus. Besides their
primary and legitimate use these alleys
also served a secondary purpose as a

court of honor within which differences
between students were settled at fisticuffs,
protected from the vigilant eye of the
omnipresent prefect. Naturally there
were star players in the game of hand¬
ball. and there is a cherished tradition
held for many years of a game played
one Sunday evening by three crack
players of the college and the distin¬
guished Vice-President of the United
States, afterwards Secretary of War in
the short-lived Confederacy. In the
primitive days under notice, for a grave
and reverend philosopher or rhetorician
to indulge in any formal sport would
have awakened no less surprise than the
sight of the dignified President of the
College, Rev. B. A. Maguire, S. J., essay¬
ing a “pas de deux” with the ponderous
Prefect of Studies, the amiable George
Fenwick, S. J.

With all proper deference to a state¬
ment which occurs in the College Jour¬
nal for October, the lack of athletics
would not have warranted the inscribing
over the college gate, “A Home for
Mollycoddles.” Should any skeptical
reader be disposed to question this state¬
ment, we should respectfully suggest, if
opportunity should offer, his attendance
at some grand encampment of the G. A.
R. and' his questioning of the veterans
whose lot in the late unpleasantness it
was to find themselves confronting Cap¬
tain Billy Dement’s battery, recruited in
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Southern Maryland and largely from
Georgetown students, if they thought
themselves up against a group of molly¬
coddles.

When our national game first took
definite shape, it found ready welcome at
Georgetown, albeit the contests were al¬
most exclusively among students them¬
selves. Before the establishment of any
of the leagues, Georgetown furnished to
the National club (a local organization
of Washington City, and if we are not
mistaken the first baseball club to journey
away from its home city) two* of its star
players, George Eox, of batting fame, and
Billy Williams, the pitcher, both of whom
soon abandoned baseball for government
service.

Later in the decades of the 6o’s and

70’s the game had gained firm footing
at Georgetown. The school, partisan-
wise, divided into two factions; one, the
adherents of the Stonewall club, the other,
of the Quickstep. As each student
entered college he was immediately in¬
terviewed as to his possibilities as a base¬
ball player and inducements were offered
to join one or other of the two clubs.

Interest in the game was intense and
widespread. The patronage of the Rev.
Prefect of Discipline (an advantage
which, we must charitably suppose, was
extended unwillingly on his part beyond
the diamond) was alternately sought and
gained by both sides. The captain of the
Quicksteps who was also a catcher, was
an esteemed benefactor of the college, the
late Senator Mallory, of Florida. The
accuracy with which he would throw to
Charlie Ross (not the hero of the kid¬
napping incident, but of Baltimore city)
led the writer to remark in soliloquy, “If
I were as sure of my eternal salvation as
I am of Charlie’s catching the ball my
mental relief would ask nothing beyond.”
It will amuse our readers to know that
the second base of the old diamond sur¬

vives in the sturdy tree, the third to the
left from the college gate, a fact which
makes it needless to remark that sliding
to base was a feature unknown in those

days, as any such attempt at sliding to
second would have meant a collision with
the trunk of this tree, resulting in damage
to limb and any facial beauty which the
runner might possess.
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It was remarked by someone that at
2:30 on the afternoon of November 12
there shone forth in the sky a pronounced
streak of the purest blue, bordered by a

fringe of iron gray. Those who ascribed
to the auspicious combination an omen
of good luck for Georgetown were not
to be disillusioned, for November 12th
was destined to be Georgetown's day in
more respects than one.

Before an immense crowd—perhaps
the largest that has ever assembled on
the old field—the annual football battle
between Virginia and Georgetown was
fought. The gridiron was in perfect
condition and the weather ideal. Eight
hundred Virginia rooters occupied the

stands to the East and the seats on the
Western side were filled to overflowing
with the loyal sons of Georgetown.
Every available inch on the side-lines
around the whole field was crowded with

eager-faced enthusiasts whom the in¬
ability to secure seats could not prevent
from following every movement on the
field.

15 to o tells in brief the story of
Georgetown’s triumph over Virginia
after four years of successive defeat.
Each quarter contributed its share to the
final score of 15 points. Within the first
five minutes of play Georgetown scored
the only touchdown of the game, and
thereafter, although the contest was ex-
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citing throughout, there was little doubt
as to the side that victory would favor.
Our goal was in danger but once, and
then only remotely. Game to the core
and with all the grit and courage that pro¬
verbially belongs to them, the men from
Virginia found in our powerful line an
adamantine wall that effectually baffled
every effort to penetrate it. The remain¬
ing nine points were made by our heady
little quarterback, Costello. Despite the
strong west wind that was blowing, he
succeeded three times in drop-kicking the
pigskin squarely over Virginia’s goal
and narrowly missed a fourth attempt.
So remarkable a record made him easily
the star of tlie game and placed him
among the very top-notchers in drop-
kicking in this country.

To enumerate the individuals who

played stellar roles for Georgetown
would be to give the line-up of the team.
The work of Fury and Hegarty was es¬
pecially brilliant but that is not to detract
from the less conspicuous, though equally
telling, labors of the line. Too much
credit cannot be given to Captain Dailey,
who not only on Saturday but on every
day since the season opened, has been the
life and the spirit of the team. Next to
Coach Nielsen he is most entitled to the
honors of Georgetown's great victory.

SUMMARY OR GEORGETOWN-VIRGINIA

GAME.

Georgetown. Positions. Virginia.
Barricello, Carter.L. E Findlay
Bryant, Stohlman L. T Varner, Cecil
Dailey (Capt.) . . .L. G Pankey
Cunniff Center Holliday,

Fitzgerald. Kerwin, W oods.

Feenan R. G Towles
Wymard R. T.. .. (Capt.) Geyer
Hegarty, JamesonR. E Bowen
Costello, Q. B Honaker

Sitterding,
Kraft, L. H Todd

Lamberton,
Fury, Carrigan. .R. H.. . Harris, Driver
Kelly, Vlyman. . .F. B... Goodhue, Jones

Touchdown—Kelly. Goal from touch¬
down—Wymard. Goals from field
(drop kicks)—Costello, 3.

Referee—Mr. Bergen, Princeton. Um¬
pire—Mr. Armstrong, Yale. Field judge
—Mr. Donnelly, Holy Cross. Head
linesman—Mr. Seiber, Gettysburg.

Time of quarters—Fifteen minutes
each.

Shortly before time to play was called
Virginia and Georgetown appeared on the
field and after the usual preliminary lim¬
bering up of the athletes, Captains Dai¬
ley and Geyer, together with the officials,
convened together near the vicinity cf
midfield. A small coin was tossed in
the air and Dame Fortune reigned for
a brief second, falling to the earth with
head up. Virginia had won the toss.
Capt. Geyer chose the south goal to de¬
fend. Both leaders beckoned to the side¬
lines and twenty athletes, after weeks
of expectation and ever-growing hope
and confidence, scampered to their re¬

spective positions. The referee signaled,
and the greatest exhibition of athletic
competition ever witnessed in the annals
of Georgetown had its inception.

Cecil made a miscue on the kick-off,
the ball falling short. Fitzgerald ran it
back for about 10 yards. After an un-
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successful attempt to pierce the visitors’
line. Fury was called back to punt.
Honaker received the kick but was

downed in his tracks. Virginias’ first
attempt at ground-gaining was also re¬

pulsed and they punted to Fury who suc¬
ceeded in making but little distance.

Fury circled right end for 8 yards and
Wymard made 3 more on a tackle
through tackle play. As a result of a
fake kick the Blue and Grays’ speedy
back made 5 more. The first penalty was
dealt to Georgetown at this stage of the
game. After the ball had been put in
play, having gone outside bounds on the
kick, Todd advanced it a couple of yards.
Again Georgetown’s defensive work was
too much for the fast backfield of the

Orange and Blue, and they punted.
At this juncture Georgetown began to

show her superiority and Kelley was
called upon for the first time, and he
was equal to the occasion, making 11

yards.
Another man to come into the limelight

for the first time'on the next play was

Kraft, who succeeded in negotiating 20
yards around right end. A fake kick
with Costello carrying the oval, an end
run by Fury, another line plunge by Kel¬
ley and a dash through the right wing
by Kraft placed the pigskin on Virginia’s
6-yard mark.

Not a soul in the thickly populated
stands remained in his seat. Excitement
reigned supreme and on each side of
the field the stands appeared as though
they were moving, as the people stood
up and cheered and swayed from one
side to the other. Virginia held firm

and stopped Georgetown’s backs 3 yards
from the mark.

Receiving the ball Todd attempted to
get through our line. Bryant and Capt.
Dailey met the oncoming attack and in
the mix-up the ball was fumbled. Capt.
Dailey proved his alertness by recovering
the ball and making it possible for his
team to score the only touchdown of the
game which followed shortly after when
Kelley placed the oval an inch behind
the chalk line. Wymard kicked the goal
from a difficult angle. Score, 6 to o.

Kraft received Cecil’s kick-off and
netted 15 yards. Fury made one dash
around the right side of Virginia’s line
and before he was halted he had gone

25 yards. Kelley, Kraft, and Costello on
a series of plays advanced the ball 32

yards before they were checked. On
circling right end Fury fumbled, and the
ball was recovered by Todd. Bud of first
period. With the ball within their dan¬
ger zone the Charlottesville eleven punted
to Fury who ran back 30 yards. A pen¬

alty inflicted on Georgetown cost 5 yards
which Costello made up. On the next
play the forward pass was attempted.
It proved futile, however, and the ball
went to Virginia on her 26-yard mark.
After two unsuccessful attempts to gain
the necessary ten, Virginia punted. Bry¬
ant, the husky tackle went smashing
through the line and blocked the pig¬
skin. Hegarty proved his alacrity by
making one long dive and he fell on
the ball just as an opponent fell on his
back.

After Fury had failed to work a fake,
he kicked. The ball went outside and it
was the visitors’ ball near midfield. Bar-
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ricello proved a stumbling block on the
left extreme. Plays were sent in this
direction but as each failed Bowen booted

the pigskin
Costello running at full speed caught

the ball and he went around the right
side of the field for io yards. George¬
town was held, and Fury punted.

Todd, Driver and Jones, together, made
11 yards for Virginia. It was the only
time during the game that the lads from
the Old Dominion succeeded in making
first down. The first mentioned en¬

deavored to repeat his previous stunt but
was repulsed and Bowen was called back
to punt. Kicked on one side the ball
went high in the air and fell outside the
ropes. When it was centered it was
seen that it was Georgetown’s ball on
her own 25-yard mark. Costello tore off
a run which netted him 8 yards, Fury
and Kelley went tearing through the op¬
posing line, the first named getting 12
yards; the second on two successive plays
made 15. Kraft now was called on and
he responded by pushing himself through
for 10 yards. It could easily be per¬
ceived that the grueling attack was hav¬
ing its effect on the losing eleven. Cos¬
tello and Fury on a couple of plays made
spectacular by some good broken field
running placed the ball on the Virginians
15-yard line. After being sent back for
a loss Costello was seen to get his men
lined up to protect him as lie was going
to attempt a drop kick. The Blue and
Gray quarterback received the ball snap¬

ped back in a most accurate fashion by
Cunniff. Costello awaited until the fall¬

ing ball just reached the ground and he
raised his little limb and gave one terrific

kick. The oval went squarely between
the goal posts, high over the heads of the
opposing warriors and the score was 9
to o. Victory for Georgetown was as¬
sured and the west end of the field was

the scene of the wildest disorder. When
the teams lined up Cecil kicked off to
Costello, who ran it back for 5 yards. A
few seconds later, the half ended.

Fifteen minutes intervened between the

halves, during which time the men re¬
ceived the usual instructions from the
coaches. Every man realized what he
was accomplishing for the University,
and the manner in which all drank in the
words of Coach Nielsen was absolute

proof that they were even “coming back”
stronger during the second half. Coa’ch
Nielsen decided to let his team remain
intact and when the Virginians lined up
it was found that Cecil had been replaced
by Varner and Holliday had been sub¬
stituted for Woods.

Varner opened the second half by kick¬
ing to Wymard, who carried it 10 yards
before being downed by Findley. Costello
made 2 and Krafts 3. Then Fury kicked
to Honaker, who was thrown in his
tracks by Cunniff. Virginia received one
of her few penalties at this time, being
set back 5 yards for offside play. Bowen
punted. Fury on the first line-up made
5 around left end. Krafts failed to gain,
and Fury punted to Honaker.

Virginia tried her opponents’ line, but
it was immovable. Bowen went back to

punt, but he did not get it off, for big
Bryant tore through and blocked it.
Hagertv was quick to grasp the situation
and made a dive to the side, getting the
ball. Costello made 2 yards and Wymard
4. With the oval on the 45-yard line
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Costello tried a drop kick. It had the
distance, but not the direction, and Vir¬
ginia scrimmaged from the 25-yard mark.

Bowen punted the ball out of the
danger zone on the first line-up, Fury
getting it and carrying it back 10 yards.
Krafts made 5 and Fury 1. Virginia
blocked Fury’s punt, but Wyniard re¬
covered the ball on the 35-yard line.
Georgetown then tried the forward pass,
but the ball went directly into Driver’s
hands. Honaker sent his backs into the

line, but to no avail, and Bowen was

again sent back to kick. Costello carried
the oval back 15 yards.

Georgetown was penalized 15 yards
for holding, and Fury punted. It was
one of those high kicks, and Hagerty
raced down the field and recovered it

again for Georgetown. Bryant, on a
tackle throug*h tackle play, carried the
ball 7 yards, and Kelly and Fury each
made 5. Kraft made it another first
down by hitting off tackle for 10. Vir¬
ginia’s line braced, and two- other at¬
tempts failed to gain ground. Costello,
however, came to the rescue. Again he
dropped back. It was 45 yards, but the
plucky little quarterback was equal to the
task. His forwards held for him, and
again he booted the oval between the up¬

rights, bringing Georgetown’s total up to
12 points.

Holliday booted the kick-off behind the
goal posts, Costello touching the ball to
the ground. Georgetown scrimmaged
from the 25-yard line, but time was called
for the end of the third period before the
first play could get under way. Score,
end of third period, Georgetown, 12;

Virginia, o.
Wymard went through the opposing

tackle for 6 yards, and then Fury punted
to Honaker. Georgetown was penalized
10. The ball was on Georgetown’s 30-
yard line when Virginia tried a forward
pass, but the ball never reached the
player it was intended for. Hagerty
leaped into the air and pulled it down,
running 15 yards before being brought
to earth. Costello made 10 yards on a
fake into the right side of the line, and
Bryant made it first down of a tackle
through tackle play.

A fumble occurred here, but Barricello
recovered. Kraft made 4 yards through
tackle, and Kelly ripped off 15 yards
through the same place. Kelly placed
the ball on the 15-yard line, but it wasi
Georgetown’s third down and Costello
did not want to take any chances of fail¬
ing to make the distance, and went back
for a drop kick. This one was easy. It
was only 15 yards, but it went true to the
mark, giving him a new record for
Georgetown field, three out of four at¬
tempts. Score, Georgetown, 15; Vir¬
ginia, o.

Virginia kicked off and Costello re¬

peated his performance for about the
fifteenth time. His exhibition in broken

field running at this stage was the best -he
indulged in during the afternoon. He
had gone through the entire Virginia
team when Honaker nailed him. Vir¬

ginia now was playing entirely a de- .

fensive game and the substitutes were

being sent in from the sidelines. Nielsen
also made some shifts. Sitterding who
had relieved Costello made a most spec¬
tacular dash through the line on a fake.
It was three minutes before the game
would be over and one could plainly see
that the entire band of Blue and Gray
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rooters were impatiently awaiting the
shrill whistle, as the students were nearly
mad with excitement. The second string
of backs were sent in, and Vlyman made
2 yards, and Carrigan netted io.

Shortly after the longest and most
spectacular run of the game was wit¬
nessed, Honaker making a dash through
the Blue and Gray team and dodging all
but the last man who nailed him to the

ground. Time was soon called. Not a
single Georgetown student remained in
his seat. The gridiron was one moving
mass of human beings all anxious to get
their leader and carry him to the gym¬
nasium. The students finally reached the
spot where Captain Dailey was standing
and midst the shouts of both Virginia and
Georgetown adherents he was carried
away, with a football tucked under his
right arm, and for the first time in 9 long
years Georgetown had defeated her
ancient rivals from Virginia.

PITTSBURG UNIVERSITY
VS. GEORGETOWN

AT PITTSBURG.

Georgetown received her first defeat
of the season at Pittsburg, the final score

being 17 to o. In the University of
Pittsburg eleven we met one of the best
football teams in the country and it is
regrettable that unnecessary roughness
on the part of the winners marred such
a splendid exhibition of the gridiron
sport. Georgetown was outweighed to
the man, and was also handicapped by a
wet and slippery field. There is one
element of the game for which the Blue
and Gray can claim high honors and that
is gritness.

After the first quarter Georgetown was
forced to play on the defensive entirely,
and “she did herself proud.” The mar¬
vellous work of the opposing back field
was too much for us as the weight and
perfect interference could not be checked
by aggressiveness alone.

The star of the contest was Captain
Richards, of the winners, and he was
a wonder in advancing the ball. His
team mates in the backfield were also
well schooled in the arts of the football.

Time and again Georgetown’s light
athletes would prove their knowledge of
the game, by getting in on plays and for¬
mations only to be hurled to the ground
by the human battering ram.

Pittsburg’s points came as the result
of two touchdowns, one by Richards and
the other by Dewar. Six more numbers
were added to these when Galven kicked
two goals from placement, one being
from the 25-yard line, and the last a
beautiful feat from the 32-yard line.

Pittsburg had a powerful defense.
The secondary defense consisted of both
backs playing behind the extremes, with
the center playing about 3 yards back of
the line of scrimmage and the fullback 5
yards behind the center.

It was also noticeable that Nielsen’s
defense was a wise one and in all prob¬
ability was the means of the score not
being larger. It is very probable that
Pittsburg intended making a target out
of the center of Georgetown’s line, but
they were repeatedly repulsed at this
point and resorted to plays more openly
executed.

fury’s long run.

Galvin opened up the battle by kicking
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off to Dunn. Georgetown made but little
headway and Wymard made a long re¬
turn punt. A forward pass was at¬
tempted, but Fury leaped high in the air
and intercepted it. The wet field seemed
to impede him, and finally he was hurled
to the ground. Shortly after George¬
town lost the ball and showed real class
and nerve, by holding the winners when
they were going for what looked like a

goal. The home team finally resorted to
an attempt at a kick from placement,
which proved futile.

After a return of punts the battle
began to wax warm, and Eeenan re¬

placed Bryant, who received a kick over
the eye. For the remainder of the period
neither side displayed much advantage
over the other. Pittsburg attempted to
score when Tinsley tried a drop kick
from the 25-yard line, but this also failed.

The hard battling of the first period
had its effect on the lighter athletes, and
after an unsuccessful attempt to gain
through the opponents’ line, Georgetown
kicked. Wymard’s toe caught the ball
on the side, and it went but little distance.
Pittsburg immediately commenced to
make use of their great weight. Richards
rushed the oval from near midfield to the

3-yard line in a most spectacular man¬
ner. On the next play he went over.
Galvin kicked the goal. Score 6 to o.

Shortly after play resumed Richards
made a most accurate forward pass to
Tinsley, bringing the ball on the Blue
and Gray’s 25-yard mark. Galvin was
called back and kicked a goal from place¬
ment. Score, 9 to o.

During the rest of the quarter George¬
town endeavored to gain ground, but
could do nothing. They defended them¬

selves nobly, but their attack was re¬
tarded, owing to the fact that the plays
could not get started sufficiently fast.
Dewar opened up the scoring in the
second half, when he went from the 10-

yard line to the goal. Richards, by great
work, had made most of the gains to the
point from which the quarterback started
his run. Galvin missed the goal. Score,
14 to o.
The last mentioned overbalanced this
miscue shortly after by making a beau¬
tiful place kick from the 30-yard mark.
Score, 17 to o.

At the opening of the final period it
was the losers’ ball, 15 yards from their
own goal, after Walsh failed. Wymard
punted. Richards and Linsley pulled off
another spectacular forward pass at this
juncture. And it looked as though they
were going to score again, but a couple
of penalties spoiled their chances, how¬
ever, and they resorted to a forward pass
Which failed shortly before the game
closed. Georgetown’s nervy eleven dis¬
played grit by holding the opponents on
their 3-yard line.

Georget’n. Positions. Pittsburg Univ.
Carter, Barricello, T. E. .Butler, Peacock
Bryant, Feenan. ..T. T Blair, Bailey
Dailey (Capt.) . . .T. G. . . .Gehlert, Blair
Cunniff Center Galvin

Fitzgerald R. G Dallenback
Wymard R. T Stevenson
Hagerty R. E..Wagner, Tinsley
Sitterding, Costello.Q. B. . Budd, Deward
Dunn, Kraft L. H Hittner
Fury, Carrigan.. . .R. PI. .Inailey, Brown
Walsh F. B. Richards (Capt.)

Touchdowns—Richards, Deward.
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Goals from touchdown—Galvin. Goals
from placement—Galvin (2). Referee
—Mr. Goodcharles, of Lafayette. Um¬
pire—Dr. Smith, of Bucknell. Field
judge—Mr. Rafferty, of Princeton. Head
linesman—Mr. Carothers ; assistants, R.
A. Abbaticchio, of G. U., and Mr.
Frankel, of P. U. Time of periods—•
First half, 15 minutes each; second half,
12^4 minutes each.

NORTH CAROLINA VS.
GEORGETOWN.

This year we defeated our ancient
rivals from the University of North Car¬
olina in a battle agressively contested by
both elevens from the start to the finish,
the final score being 12 to o. George¬
town's real strength asserted itself re¬

peatedly although at times the players
were slow in getting away plays.

Georgetown really owes her victory to
Walsh, the quarterback, although Capt.
Dailey made the only touchdown of the
game possible by recovering a fumble on
Carolina’s 25-yard line, after Peek made
a foolish attempt to run back a punt,
which went over the goal line. Walsh,
on a delayed pass, hit off right tackle for
10 yards. He then called on Dunn, and
the big fellow responded by carrying the
ball for another first down. With the
ball on the 5-yard line, Dunn was again
sent crashing into the Carolina forwards,
and when the mass of players became
untangled the ball rested on the visitors’
1-foot mark. Wymard opened a hole
for Vlyman, and the ball went over for
the only touchdown of the game. Wy¬
mard kicked goal.

This touchdown was not really needed.

for Walsh put the game on ice by send¬
ing the ball on two different occasions
spinning between the uprights, once from
the 32 and the other time from the 35-yard
line. Both split the bar squarely in the
middle, and each would have carried
from the 50-yard line had it been neces¬
sary.

It was the greatest exhibition of drop
kicking witnessed on Georgetown field
for many years, and the former Fordham
boy received a great ovation. His two
other attempts failed, one being a place¬
ment kick and the other a drop. Not
since 1901 has the pigskin been put be¬
tween the uprights from a drop kick, the
last coming when Virginia made one
against Georgetown.

Carolina presented the heaviest eleven
that has been on Georgetown field for
many years. Her forwards were unu¬
sually large for teams in the South, but
each one found a Georgetown man his
ecpial in the finer points of the game
which accounts for Carolina's inability to
gain ground consistently.

Georgetown covered more ground by
rushes than did her opponent from the
Old North State, but Carolina’s defense
was strong when her goal line was
threatened, with the possible exception of
the first period, when Vlyman carried the
ball over for a touchdown.

The stonewall defense by both elevens
made the game replete with punting, both
teams resorting to this usually after the
second down. Walsh outkicked Belk on

almost every exchange, and the ball car¬
ried from 45 to 55 yards each time. Car¬
olina presented a strong pair of ends in
Winston and Applewhite, the former es¬

pecially doing yeoman service.
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Georgetown in earlier games has made
most of its gains by circling the wings
of their opponents, but such was not the
case yesterday. The Blue and Gray ends
were also strong on the defense, Barri-
cello, who took Hegarty’s place on ac¬
count of the latter’s illness, being espe¬
cially effective.

Porter played the stellar role for Caro¬
lina.

Coach Brides made several shifts in
his lineup but Neilsen made only two
during the entire game. Fury started at
his old position in the backfield, but his
recent illness prevented him from show¬
ing true form, and he was replaced in
the second half by Carrigan. Kraft re¬
lieved Vlyman at full.

The onside kick and forward pass were
conspicuous by their absence. Neither
team resorted to this style of play for
gains. Georgetown tried the forward
pass twice. Once it worked successfully,
and the other time it failed. Trick plays
were few and far between. Georgetown,
however, used the delayed pass, with
Walsh carrying the ball for several gains,
and, as has been said before, it was really
this play that gave the Hilltoppers their
only touchdown.
Geo’twn. Positions. North Carolina.
Carter L. E.. .Young, Winston
Bryant L. T Garrett
Dailey (Capt.). .L. G.Thompson (Capt.)
Cunniff Center Brown

Fitzgerald R. G Parker
Wymard R. T Abernathy
Barricello R. E Venable

Applewhite,
Walsh Q. B Belk, Tillett
Dunn R. PL. . . Calmers, Ruffin

Winston, Belk,

Fury, Carrigan..L. PI Chanler
Vlyman, Kraft. . E. B Porter

Touchdown—Vlyman. Goal from
field (drop kick), Walsh (2). Referee
—Dr. Larkin, G. U. Umpire—Mr. B.
Armstrong, Yale. Field judge and
timer—Mr. P. Given, G. U. Plead lines¬
man—Mr. C. Stuart, Carolina. Lines¬
men—Messrs. Spienow and Hudson.
Time of quarters—12 minutes each.
Final score—Georgetown, 12; North
Carolina, o.

In Charley Cox we have a loyal alum¬
nus. He has given largely of his spare
time this season in assisting Nielsen.
The second team can lay its success to
him. He is gratuitously doing us a
great favor and those connected with the
team. Not only should we be thankful
for his assistance but the Alumni should

appreciate the excellent display of interest
by one of their members.

Percy Givens is another ex-gridiron
performer who displays his interest in
the success of the team by his presence
and instruction at practice. While busi¬
ness duties prevent his appearance on the
field during the early season, he generally
manages to' get in togs and give the line¬
men instructions before the larger games.

Secret practise is not very pleasing to
the undergraduate. But as Coach Niel¬
sen is desirous that such a course be

followed, the elimination of fans from
the field was necessary. The athletic as¬
sociation officers wish to' extend a hearty
vote of thanks to the students for acting
in such a broad-minded manner on

Nielsen’s wishes. It has been some time
since Georgetown has had a coach so

deeply interested in his work, and the
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manner in which the students appreciate
his efforts could not be exhibited in a

better manner than observing his wishes
so good naturedly.

An excellent example of good spirit
on the part of the alumni was shown at
the Pittsburg game. The old boys in
that section of the country certainly did
themselves nobly in entertaining the foot¬
ball party from the college. In addition
to the welcome we received upon arriving,
their good feeling asserted itself all
during the stay in the Smoky City, and
the men there should credit themselves
as being the most royal entertainers that
have meet a Georgetown team, traveling
abroad, in many moons.

Basketball is having its final tryout at
Georgetown. This season the sport is
to come under the jurisdiction of an or¬
ganization termed “The Georgetown
University Basketball Association.” The
sport will be under the charge of this
body and candidates are eligible to report
for practice from all departments of the
University. There is no reason in the
world why basketball should not be suc¬
cessful at Georgetown, as each year finds
a wealth of material on hand ; and further¬
more games are sought by every college
quint of import in the East. Thomas
Fortune, who has been selected by the
Law students to manage the recently or¬

ganized association is deeply interested in
his position. His connections with vari¬
ous athletic affairs held in this city qualify

him for the position. He is well liked in
all departments of the University and it
looks as though the goal tossers under his
supervision will go> through a successful
schedule. Fred Schlossers, the captain of
the quint, has been selected to represent
the Law Department on the Executive
Board of the Athletic Association. He has
taken an active interest in athletics for
the past three years and his many friends
in the University are pleased to hear of
the new position in which he is to act.

TENNIS.

It has been some time since the interest
in tennis has reached such a high pitch
as it has this past fall. Manager Carroll
run off single and double tournaments in
which almost every man in the college
who have ever wielded a racquet was seen
in action. The doubles brought out the
fact that there is some exceptionally good
talent in school as did the singles. The
former went to the Freshmen with Trum¬
bull and Bone, the winners. Each of
these two offset their oppornents’ playing
by careful placing, in which element of
the game they displayed wonderful form.
Harry Brown of the Senior class came
out victorious in the singles. His play¬
ing was marvelous and he gradually
eliminated all the prospective “champs”
and eventuated on the top of the ladder
with the gold-medal tied to his vest.
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A Tailoring Talk:
By Oatchell—The Tailor

928 Fourteenth Street

I make a specialty of catering to
the tastes of the College Man. I
have found that he knows pretty
well what he wants—and when

he finds a tailor who can give it
to him, he sticks to that tailor.

You will got what you want
when you leave your measure

with us. I’ve got a cutter in Mr.
Yan Doren, who is complete
master of his art. He is like a

good soldier—obeys orders—and
at the same time he has a world

of clever ideas of his own. So if

you want a pointer in style, he
can give it to you.

<J I do my tailoring business on

the guaranteed plan. In other
words, “Fit or no pay.” With

my facilities it is no trouble for
me to make your satisfaction

certain ; and on the other hand
it is no more than any tailor

ought to do. But you don’t know

any other tailor who does it, do
you? We don’t ask for any

deposit in advance, either. That’s

chaining a man down. ’Tisn’t
fair—and so we don’t do it.

CJ I should first rate like to get an

order from you. I believe that I
can give you a new degree of
satisfaction. The trial wunt cost

anything if it isn’t satisfactory—
and probably not as much as you

have been paying if it does.

Have you got the Full Dress
Clothes you ought to have?

They’re our form specialties.
Tuxedos at $40; Full Dress at $45.
There’s some class to them, too.

When dealing with Advertisersplease mention “ The Journal.”
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If you want to be dressed in the Latest Fashion and to the Top Notch,
Get Your Clothes From

A. C. BOBYS,
Tailor for College Students for Twenty Years.

MODERATE PRICES.

The Old Georgetown College Tailor. 507 ELEVENTH STREET N. W.

T. T. KEANE CO.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

WASHINGTON DRESSED BEEF

34 to 51 Centre Market,

9 Wholesale Row.

Telephone 159.

The College Man’s Room
... IS THE . . .

College Man’s Home.

Everything in Furniture, Floor Cov¬
erings, Draperies, etc., that will con¬
tribute to coziness and comfort shown
here.

We will plan the furnishing of your
room if you say so.

W. B. MOSES & SONS
F St., cor. nth.

Phone Main 3502

Correct College Clothes
JOS. A. WILNER

CUSTOM TAILOR

811 G Street N. W.

Suits $18 to $35. Latest Styles.
Washington, D. C.

Rufus H. Darby Printing Co.
Elmer E. Covert,

Treasurer and Manager.

RAILROAD, SHOW

—AND—

COMMERCIAL PRINTING.

506 and 508 Fourteenth Street,
One Door South Penna. Ave.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

CUTS ILLUSTRATIONS
AT LOW PRICES

THEMAURICE JOYCE ENGRAV1NCC?
WASHINGTON. U.C

When dealing with Advertisers, please mention “The Journal.”
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(Continued from page 108.)

then, the assassin always was a desperate
cuss, so kindly omit flowers.

Fr. Tondorf was telling his dearly be¬
loved bunch of physicists how once he
had read that St. John had burst into
tears because his people would not open
the Book. The Rev. Fr. expressed his
opinion that the Saint would melt com¬

pletely away in tears should he ever be¬
hold the motley throng at dear old G. U.,
where dynamite seems to be the only
efficacious means of insuring that some

gentlemen we know find what the inside
of their books looks like.

Our Sarsfield is getting to be sort of
there as a humorist. In fact, we are

thinking of hiring him to edit this col¬
umn of almost laughs. For instance, in
physics recently the professor was ex¬

plaining the wave theory. “What
sort of waves strikes our eye,” he ex¬
claimed dramatically. “Marcel waves,”
said Tom, and we had to bite our ear

to keep from our ruby lips the bubbling
homeric laughter that would not down.
Again, to illustrate the different notes
sounded by vibrating bodies, the pro¬
fessor dropped several squares of this
wood on the floor, causing various chords
to resound merrily throughout the class
room. “What kind of a chord is that?”
he said, after the final clatter had died
away. “Why that’s a chord of wood,”
said Smith, and the league broke up in
a riot.

Tom is all there as a good fellow and
a runner but he has one fault. He

sleeps next to us in one class and snores
so loudly that he keeps even us awake.
Our room-mate confided to us in con¬

fidence that the chairs in our class room

were the most uncomfortable to sleep in
that he had ever struck.

(Continued on page ix.)
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STREET II.
ABOVE “ F,” WEST SIDE

IIIIPORTED WOOLENS,

BRTISTIC CUTTING,

SUPERIOR WORKIHiiNSHIP

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO G. U. MEN

A. 6. SPALDING & BROS.
The

Spalding
Trade- Mark

is known throughout
the world as a

Guarantee of
Quality

are the largest
Man a f acturers
in the World of

OFFICIAL
EQUIPMENT
FOR ALL
ATHLETIC
SPORTS AND
PASTIMES

IF YOU
are inter-
ested in
At hi etie

Sport you
should have a copy of the
Spalding Catalogue. Ji’s
a complete encyclopedia of
What’n New in Sport
and is sent free on request.

A. O. Spalding & Bros.
613 Fourteenth Street N. W., Washington.

When dealing with Advertisers, please mention “The; Journal.”
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WHEN YOU EAT PIESTUDENTS’ RUGS.

Lansburgh & Bro.,
Oldest Established Dry Goods House in

Washington.

420-426 SEVENTH ST. NORTHWEST
Phone, Main 3857.

Puller-Green Co.
Chocolates

Made a little better than really seems
necessary.

Evan W. Hook & Co., Inc., Agents, Baltimore, Md.

Only Fuels of Recognized All of Our Coal Unconditionally
Superiority Guaranteed.

J. Maury Dove Company
(Incorporated)

ANTHRACITE 00/11 'WHOLESALE
BITUMINOUS bUfAL AND RETAIL

PRINCIPAL OFFICE
TWELFTH AND F STREETS N. W.

GEORGE J. MUELLER,

SPECIALTIES IN

CONFECTIONERY

336 Pennsylvania Avenue

Tennis and Golf Baseball and Football
Supplies Supplies

G. H. White Co.,inc.
727 14th St. N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Headquarters for All Sporting
Supplies

Hold your meeting and meet your
friends at our room fitted up at store
for this purpose.

Fishing and Hunting Camping and Outing
Supplies Supplies

W. P. BOWIE, Manager

r- sk for tW n

HOLMES homemade.
For Sale at All First Class Lunch Rooms

HOLMES & SON.
107 F Street Northwest - - Washington, D. C.

A. ZICHTL & CO.
1005 E St. N. W.

BOOK BINDERS
WHO KNOW HOW TO BIND BOOKS.

N. H SHEA,
WHOLESALE

Grocer and

Liquor Dealer,
632 Pennsylvania Avenue N. W.

Washington, D. C.

IE. A. WRIGHT,

College Engraver, Printer ^ Stationery,
1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.

Commencement Invitations, Menus,
Fraternity Inserts and Stationery,

Class Pins, Visiting Cards,
Wedding Announcements and Invitations.

Samples Cheerfully Sent on Request.

Intercollegiate Bureau
—of—

Academic Costume.

Cotrell & Leonard
Albany, N. Y.

MAKERS OF THE

CAPS, GOWNS AND HOODS
to Georgetown, Holy Cross, Fordham, Rock Hill,

Catholic University of America, St. Francis
Xavier, Harvard, Yale, Prince¬

ton and Others.

CLASS CONTRACTS A SPECIALTY.
Illustrated Bulletin Upon Bequest.

Official Agency for Washington, D. C.

PARKER, BRIDGET & CO.
When dealing with Advertisers, please mention “The Journal.”
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A certain guest at our rest cure re-

•cently obtained permission from home to
go to Pittsburg with the team on con¬
dition that he did not play on the team.
As a matter of fact, the dear boy has
as much chance of making the Junior
Prep. Eleven as a sandwich has of re¬

maining ten seconds in the hands of a
hungry Eoskamite. Dap was bitterly
affected by the withdrawal of the near
athlete but withstood the shock bravely.
For purely Faculty reasons he did not
make the trip after all. When the team
got back and he gazed with tearful eye
on Costello’s maimed hand, Plegarty’s
toothless face, Skipper's skinless nose
and the other various love taps received,
he murmured a gentle prayer that his
people had seen fit to withdraw their
dutiful son from the field of slaughter—
we mean action. We would tell you who
the fellow was only we hate to talk about
ourselves.

The sporting folk about this great and
glorious land are looking for a fine fighter
to restore to the white man his lost
laurels by beating Mr. John Johnson,
colored. We know of at least eleven

large and leading huskies on the Pitt team
who seem fully capable of beating the
ebony-hued gentleman, always providing
of course that they could kick in the
•clinches.

Maybe our boys did not win names for
themselves on their trip to Pittsburg.
Brookline’s Pride, our own Mike, has
been writing letters there ever since he
left and our great Bill was there forty
different ways with the heart-breaking
stunt, to say nothing of Fitz, who sort
of killed things, too. Jimmy Dunn and
Jimmy Fury hit over .300 in the social
league, while as for Brinkley Brosseau,
we guess that he was sort of poor with
the fine tea that somebody gave him all
to his good-looking self. Ye gods!

(Continued on page xi.)

The Dulin & Martin Co.,
Successors to M. W. Beveridge.

IMPORTERS AND DEALERS IN

Pottery, Porcelain, Qiass, Sterling Silver
and Plated Ware

—AND—

House Furnishing Goods.
Hotel, Club and Hospital Supplies,

1215 F St. and 1214 G St., Washington, D. C.

CLIFTON BEDFORD
2% in. high ± 2% in. high

vhe s^ewArrow
Scotch COLLARS

15c., 2 for 26c. Clnett, Peahody <fc Co., Makers

Clothiers Hatters Haberdashers

Nordlinger’s Stores,
3107-3109 M St. N. W. Georgetown, D. C.
GEORGETOWN

Pins 25c to . $12.00
Fobs .. $1 00 ‘ ‘ . 17 00
Pennants..., 25c “ 2 50
Pillo AS . 1 50 “ . 5 00
Steins 25c ‘ ‘ . 1 50
Banners .. 1.50 “ . 8.00

MEYER’S MILITARY SHOP 1231 PA. AVE. N. W

Phone Main 541

1R. 3. Cranston
Cailor

720 14th Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

William Scherer,
PHARHACIST

Corner 35th and O Streets N. W.

Abner-Drury Brewing Co.
Ask for

Old Glory or Royal Pilsen.

When dealing zvith Advertisers, please mention “The: Journal.”



ADNERTISEMENTS.

3% Compounded E^e'ry'slj^Monthsl Capital and Surplus, $550,000,00
PROGRESSIVE—CONSERVATIVE.

These Conditions Build for Substantial Growth.

Progressive to a point attracting universal attention—conservative to a degree insuring absolute safety.
Success can be attained only by winning and deserving confidence. Our banking methods are dictated by men of known ability

and integrity, under the direct supervision of the United States government.
OFFICERS: Michael G. McCormick, President. Julius I. Peyser, Vice President. George R. Linkins, Vice President.

J. Fendall Cain, Vice President. Wm. C. Worthington, Cashier, H. Owen Thompson, Asst. Cashier.
SEVENTH ST. BRANCH : Irving Owens, Manager. J. E. Troth, Asst. Manager.
WEST END BRANCH : John D. Howard, Manager. Robt. E. Briggs, Asst. Manager.
General Counsel, Charles W. Darr. Advisory Counsel, | Henry^P ^Blafi00'

JTerchants & Hechanics Savings Bank
Pa. Ave. and ioth St. N. W. Seventh and G Sts. N. W. Pa. Ave. and 20th St. N. W.

The Bank solicits accounts of the students of Georgetown University.

When an operator tells you that she uses the

Remington
she stands up a little straighter.

She knows as well as you do that
her choice of the Recognized Leader
among Typewriters is a fine recom=
mendation—one which raises her in

your estimation.
Remington Typewriter Company (Incorporated)

New York and Everywhere

Telephone West212-F.

Union Dairy Lunch,
3552 M Street Northwest,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
k. F. KOESTER.

Upper Dining Room Exclusively for Ladies.

CHARLES H. JAV1NS & SONS,
Fish, Poultry and Oyster Dealers,

930 C Street Northwest.
Center Market. Washington, D. C.

Telephone 4480.

JAS. T. CLEMENTS,
Undertaker and Embalmer.

1241 32d St. (74 High Street, Georgetown)
W. Washington, D. C.

Everything First Class and at Reasonable Rates.

FRANKLIN & CO.,
OPTICIANS

1203 F STREET.
We do all our own lens grinding, he,nee fill most

difficult Oculists’ prescriptions in a few hours.
KODAKS and KODAK FILMS

Let us do your developing and printing if you wish to
be sure of having it done well—Discounts to students.

“I Never Disappoint.”

BYRON S. ADAMS,
Printer and Engraver,

512 nth Street N. W.

COMPLIMENTS
OF A

FRIEND
When dealing with Advertisers, please mention “The: Journal.”
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Wish we had been along to show them all
up; but then us and the Faculty never
did agree and we can’t tell you how very

embarrassing it is.
We sort of hate to disappoint all you

people who bought Thk Journal this
this month just to see our picture, but
honest to goodness we could not get it
ready in time. You see, it was to be
life-size and all the paint ran out. It
might be ready for next month’s issue,
but cheer up, you never can tell. And
it will be some portrait. It will be painted
by a lead pencil, sung by request, will
be accented on the penult, and the K in it
will be silent as in fish. A rosy blush of
shame suffuses our handsome editorial
cheeks as we pen the above on our type¬
writer (which we hire from Dap Dailey
for $3.00 a month—Advt.), but we just
had to get that in somehow. We have
a fine date so we guess that we had better
stop. (Great Applause.)

“I enjoy a quiet smoke,” said a man
to a fellow passenger on a liner.

“Well,” said the stranger, moving
across the deck, “you will never be
troubled with crowds while you smoke
cigars of that brand.”

❖ ❖ ❖

“And how long, doctor, should I stick
to this plain diet which you recom¬
mend ?”

“Why—er—until my bill is paid.”
❖ ❖ ♦>

Teacher—Jimmy, suppose you had ten
apples and ten oranges, and gave nine-
tenths of them to some other little boys,
what would you have?

Jimmy—I’d have me head examined.
♦§♦ ❖

“Waiter, has this steak been cooked?”
“Yes, sir; by electricity.”
"Well, take it back and give it another

shock.”

ASM FOB

PABST
BEERl

703 N. Capitol St. Telephone East.

W. T. & F. B. WEAVER,
—Dealers in—

Hardware and Harness.

1208 and 1212 32d Street.

w. j. mooney7
Registered Plumber

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING.
726 Eleventh Street N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.

jBFhMnc, Shits
(falling Citrus

imt

JEmts 'tilths

NEALE’S
431 Eleventh Street N. W.

E. VOIGT,
Manufacturing Jeweler, Engraver and

Diamond Setter.
725 SEVENTH STREET N. W.

School and Society Medals of all kinds a specialty.
Watch and Jewelry Repairing.

C. H. REIZENSTEIN Phone Main 2132

THE HUB
Outfitters and Hatters

New York Ave. and Fourteenth Street

SOUTHERN DENTAL SUPPLY CO.
618 Twelfth Street N. W.

Washington, D. C.

(EVERYTHING FOR THE DENTIST.)
Furniture, Electrical Goods, Air Compressors, General Supplies.

Students invited to call and get acquainted.

TO=KALON WINE CO.
614 14th STREET N. W.

HIGH GRADE CALIFORNIA
WINES AND BRANDIES.

When dealing with Advertisers, please metition “The Journal.
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foot.

SAKS & COMPANY,
Pennsylvania Avenue and Seventh Street.

The College Man has his own ideas of what he shall wear.
We cater to these ideas. You’ll find the latest here—from head to

Our Sporting Goods Department is Up=to=date.

is

(Eollrgr

POSTERS

FLAGS

GYIVIINLASIUAI SUITS

AND

SHOES

ALWAYS OPEN WHEN EVERYTHING ELSE IS CLOSED

PHONE. 1542

C- CL PTJESELL

Books and Stationery
4I8 Ninth Street N. W., Washington, D. C.

James Y. Davis’ Sons
1201 F»A. AVE.

Hats—Caps—Gloves
All Grades

When dealing with Advertise? s please mention “The JOURNAL.”


